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Executive Summary
Project Overview
The 2021 Dayton Survey, conducted among 1,210 randomly-selected Dayton residents, provides
an overview of the needs, values, and challenges of the City’s residents.
Conducted from May 21 through July 26, 2021, this random sample survey of City residents
achieved very broad representation. Responses were collected both through the mail and
online outreach, in both English and Spanish. According to the principles of random sampling,
results for this survey are accurate within a range of ±2.4% at the 95% confidence level. Hilary
Browning was the survey’s Project Manager for the City of Dayton. Technical aspects of the
survey were administered by OpinionWorks LLC, an independent research organization.
Through various public outreach methods, the City informed its residents that the survey was
being conducted and encouraged residents to respond. OpinionWorks also matched the
address list with emails and telephone numbers, and sent an email and/or made a telephone call
to people who did not respond initially. Particular attention was paid to ensuring that
traditionally under-represented populations within the City were aware of the survey and
encouraged to respond.
In addition, the 2021 survey program provided 800 $10 gift cards from the newly opened Gem
City Market grocery co-op to randomly selected responding households as an incentive to
participate in the survey. After the response deadline, those households were randomly drawn
by OpinionWorks and mailed the gift cards.
As a final step, the survey sample was weighted to ensure that it closely matched the
demographic makeup of the City’s population, according to the latest estimates from the
American Community Survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau.
A public survey has been conducted for more than 30 years in Dayton. Where possible in this
report, survey data is benchmarked to historical trends. In 2016, the survey methodology was
updated to be more broadly representative of the City’s population. Particular attention in this
report will be paid to comparing the current year’s data with the 2016 baseline measurement
and the annual updates conducted in 2017, 2018, and 2019. No survey was conducted in 2020
due to the pandemic.
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Highlights of the 2021 Dayton Survey
Strong Improvement in Resident Satisfaction
•

Right Direction: 53% feel things in Dayton are heading in the right direction (Highest level
recorded), vs. 25% wrong direction.

•

Good Place to Live: 57% satisfied with Dayton as a place to live (Highest level recorded), vs.
19% dissatisfied.

•

Plans to Remain in Dayton: Only 15% say they are unlikely to remain living in Dayton for
the next 5 years (Lowest level recorded).

•

Valuable Services: 52% say their taxes are “reasonable” or even too low considering the
services they get from the City (Highest level recorded), vs. 32% who say their taxes are too
high.

•

Neighborhood Satisfaction: 54% satisfied with their neighborhood (Highest level recorded),
vs. 24% dissatisfied.

Improving Measures of Well-Being and Community Cohesion
•

Lower Financial Stress: 52% rarely or never worried or stressed about having enough
money. (Slightly better than prior years)

•

Welcoming Immigrants: 70% would be supportive if an immigrant family moved in next
door; 39% strongly so. (Enormous 12-point increase since 2019)

•

Better Feeling of Safety: 86% feel safe being out in their neighborhood during the day, and
57% feel safe at night. (Both are highest levels recorded)

•

Fewer Drug Transactions: 28% of residents see what appears to be drug activity frequently
(weekly or daily), down steadily from 37% in 2016.

Police-Community Relations Have Suffered
•

Responsiveness: Only 45% agree that police are responsive to their neighborhood’s needs.

•

Accountability: Only 44% believe police are held accountable for their actions.

•

Respect: Share of the public with “a great deal” of respect for police in Dayton has dropped
from 62% to 52% since 2018.

•

Equity: Only 34% of residents agree, “Dayton police officers enforce laws consistently
regardless of someone’s race or ethnicity.”

•

Importance: The number who say policing services are “very important” to them has
dropped from 72% to 62% since 2019.
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Challenges Remain
•

Race Relations: Only 26% describe race relations as “excellent” or “good.”

•

Racial Barriers: Almost two-thirds of residents place high priority on addressing racial
barriers to home ownership, renting, or access to jobs.

•

Streets: 65% remain dissatisfied with the condition of streets. (Not yet showing
improvement)

•

Waste Collection: Satisfaction with waste collection has dropped from 71% in 2018 to 61% in
2021. (Lowest level recorded)

•

Gun violence: Nearly two-thirds (65%) are very or somewhat concerned about the
possibility of gun violence in their neighborhood. (Virtually unchanged since 2016)

•

COVID Impact: About 4 in 10 residents suffered impacts from the pandemic, including 31%
who lost significant income.

Full results are found on the pages that follow. The dataset can also be explored by visiting the
Dayton Survey dashboard.
https://dashboards.mysidewalk.com/dayton-oh-resident-survey
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Detailed Survey Findings
Right Direction/ Wrong Direction
There has been a steady increase in the number of residents saying that “things in Dayton are
heading in the right direction.” In the 2021 survey, more than half (53%) of Dayton residents
said things are heading in the right direction, which is a new high over the last five surveys.
This compares to 25% who said things are heading “in the wrong direction,” which is tied for
the lowest reading since 2016. The remainder (22%) had no opinion.
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Satisfaction with Dayton as a Place to Live
The percentage of residents who are satisfied with Dayton as a place to live has also reached a
high-water mark. Twelve percent are “very satisfied” and 45% are “satisfied,” which are both
highs.
When “satisfied” and “very satisfied” are combined, overall satisfaction jumps to 57%, up from
51% in 2019. Dissatisfaction with Dayton as a place to live is 19% in the current survey, a
decrease from prior levels that hovered steadily in the mid-20s.
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Likelihood to Remain in Dayton
An important measure of community well-being is residents’ sense of rootedness, and their
intention to remain in the community for the foreseeable future. Fifty-six percent of Dayton
residents said they are “very likely” (31%) or “likely” (24%) to remain living in Dayton for the
next five years. The percentage who are very likely to remain is the highest recorded in recent
years.
Meanwhile, the number who said they are “unlikely” (11%) or “very unlikely” to remain in
Dayton (4%) totals to 15%, which is the lowest level recorded dating back to 2016.
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Value of City Services
The impression of the value of City services compared to the cost has reached its highest level
since this question was introduced in 2016. In 2021, 50% of residents feel that the amount of
taxes they pay for the services they receive from the City is “reasonable,” a number which has
climbed from a 41% in 2018 and 46% in 2019. Another 2% feel their City taxes are actually “too
low” in consideration of the services they receive.
Meanwhile, the number who feel their taxes are “too high” compared to the services they
receive has fallen in 2021 to 32%, the lowest number by far dating back to 2016.
Sixteen percent of residents said they were not sure how taxes and services compare.
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Importance of City Services and Amenities for Residents
The Dayton Survey measures the importance to residents of eight City services and amenities.
Each is measured on a five-point scale ranging from “very important” to “not at all important.”
The top two points on that scale, very important and important, are shown in the chart below.
These eight services or attributes are ranked based on the percentage of residents who gave
them the top rating of “very important.”
•

Four of the eight items garnered a “very important” rating from more than 60% of Dayton
residents: the condition of your neighborhood (71%), fire and EMS services (71%), water and
wastewater services (66%), and police services (62%).

•

The remaining four were rated very important by 50% to 59% of residents: maintenance of
parks and green spaces in the neighborhood (59%), condition of the streets and pavement
(57%), waste collection (54%), and recycling (50%).

It should be noted that these levels of importance have remained relatively constant since this
series of questions was introduced in 2018, with two exceptions:
•

The share of residents who rated maintenance of parks and green space in their
neighborhood as very important climbed 10 points, from 49% in 2018 to 59% in 2021.

•

The number who rated police services as very important dropped from 70% in 2018 and
72% in 2019 to 62% today.

Both of these changes may represent a reframing of what is important to Dayton residents
today.
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Most Important Problem Facing Your Neighborhood
For the first time in this survey, residents in 2021 were asked the open-ended question, “What is
the most important problem facing your neighborhood today?” Their responses were collected
verbatim and have been categorized as shown in the chart below.
Crime and safety is the top issue on residents’ minds in 2021, mentioned by one-quarter of
Dayton residents (24%). Second was a category that included abandoned homes, blight, and
decay, mentioned by 18% of residents.
The next tier of concerns included drugs (12%), overgrown lots and upkeep of homes (11%),
trash and litter (10%), and bad streets and potholes (10%).
Below 10% are speeding and traffic issues (8%), the need for stores, restaurants, and new
development (7%), jobs, poverty, and economic inequity (5%), gun violence (3%) and lack of
community/unfriendly or bad neighbors (3%). Trailing at 2% are a variety of other issues as
reflected below.

The ten percent of residents whose responses were coded as “other” mentioned a wide variety
of topics, none of which added up to more than 1% of responses. Among these were issues
such as stray dogs, unwanted noise, tree trimming, home values, political signs, air pollution,
and lack of recycling service in some multi-family buildings.
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Satisfaction with City Services and Amenities
Residents’ satisfaction was measured for six specific services or amenities provided by the City
of Dayton. Compared to prior years, satisfaction has declined somewhat for Police services, the
condition of streets and pavement, waste collection, and recycling services. Fire and EMS
services, and Water and Wastewater services, both remains near their historical highs.
Police Services
For Police services, 17% of residents said they are “very satisfied,” and 35% are simply
“satisfied,” for a total of 52%. Eighteen percent of residents said they are dissatisfied with
Police services in 2021. That dissatisfaction is the highest expressed since 2016.

Satisfaction with Police Services
Satisfied
Neutral/Not sure
(Extremely satisfied +
Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast
West
Race or Ethnicity
White
African-American/Black
All Others

Satisfied)

Dissatisfied

(Extremely dissatisfied +
Dissatisfied)

68%
38%
63%
60%
42%

17%
40%
23%
24%
39%

15%
22%
14%
16%
19%

62%
39%
51%

24%
40%
33%

14%
21%
16%
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Fire and EMS Services
Fire and EMS services garnered very high satisfaction. Twenty-nine percent of residents are
very satisfied with Fire and EMS, and 45% are satisfied, for a total of 74%. Only 2% of residents
indicated any dissatisfaction with Fire and EMS services. Satisfaction with Fire and EMS
services has been measured since 2017, and the current reading nearly equals the highest
satisfaction level recorded in that first year.

There is low satisfaction with the condition of the streets and pavement. Only 15% of residents
are satisfied, and among those only 2% are very satisfied. This is the lowest level of satisfaction
measured over the five surveys in this series. Meanwhile, in 2021, 30% are dissatisfied and 34%
are very dissatisfied, for a total of 65% dissatisfaction with streets and pavement.
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Dissatisfaction with the condition of streets and pavement is greatest in West and North Central
Dayton, each registering 75% dissatidfaction. Satisfaction is highest in Greater Downtown, at
25%.
Satisfaction with the Condition of Streets and Pavement
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Neutral/Not sure
(Extremely satisfied +
(Extremely dissatisfied +
Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast
West

Satisfied)

25%
11%
19%
17%
8%

Dissatisfied)

37%
15%
23%
23%
17%

35%
75%
58%
60%
75%

Waste Collection Services
Satisfaction with the City’s waste collection services is positive overall, with 19% feeling very
satisfied and 42% feeling satisfied, for a total of 61%. However, this is a marked decrease in
satisfaction from prior years, trending down from 73% in 2016 to 71% in 2017 and 2018, to 68%
in 2019, to 61% today. The most recent decline may relate to labor shortages and illness related
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Recycling
Recycling services are also positively regarded overall, but experiencing a downward trend. In
2021, 15% of residents say they are very satisfied, and 37% are satisfied with recycling services,
for a total of 52%. This is a decrease in satisfaction from 62% in 2018 and 60% in 2019. Twentyone percent expressed dissatisfaction with recycling services in 2021, a near doubling from the
11% dissatisfaction expressed in both 2019 and 2018. The negative trend for recycling may
relate to the same labor and illness issues that have affected waste collection, as well as the
introduction in 2019 of stickering for incorrect household recycling practices.

Twenty percent are very satisfied and 45% satisfied with the Water and Wastewater services
provided by the City, for a total of 65%. This is an increase from the 58% satisfaction expressed
in 2019, and in line with the 65% satisfaction expressed in 2018. Nine percent expressed
dissatisfaction with this service area, down from 14% in 2019.
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Confidence in Dayton’s Tap Water
Confidence in Dayton’s tap water remains mostly positive and has rebounded a bit from the
decline noted in 2019. Fifty-six percent in 2021 said they feel very (20%) or somewhat confident
(36%) about “the purity and cleanliness of Dayton’s tap water.” That compares with the 53%
expressing confidence in 2019, and moves closer to levels of 58% or higher confidence in prior
years.
About one resident in five (17%) feels “neutral” about their tap water, while 19% said they are
“not so confident,” and 8% said they are “not at all confident” about it.
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Impact Matrix
It is possible to plot the importance residents place on each of these services and amenities
against the satisfaction they feel with the City’s delivery of them. While the goal is to provide
high satisfaction across all of these categories, the City may want to focus on ensuring that
services and amenities of greatest importance to residents are generating the highest possible
levels of satisfaction.
On this plot, services and amenities that appear further to the right are more important to
residents, while those that appear higher on the plot are generating greater satisfaction. The
blue lines are drawn to indicate approximately where the median (or average) is for both
importance and satisfaction, creating four quadrants.
The upper right quadrant indicates areas of high importance to residents that are also
generating higher than average satisfaction: Fire and EMS, Water and Wastewater, and Police
services on the borderline of this quadrant.
The lower right quadrant indicates area(s) where the public would appreciate greater focus.
This quadrant represents services that are of above-average importance to residents but are
earning below-average performance ratings. In 2021, the condition of neighborhoods is in this
quadrant, with Police services on the borderline.
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Neighborhood Satisfaction
Overall Satisfaction with Neighborhood
Residents’ overall satisfaction with their neighborhoods has risen steadily over the past several
years. From a baseline of 45% in 2016, neighborhood satisfaction rose through the high 40s in
the intervening years and stands at 54% in 2021. Meanwhile, overall dissatisfaction has
dropped from 34% to 24% from 2016 to 2021.

Overall Satisfaction with Your Neighborhood
Satisfied
Neutral/Not sure
(Extremely satisfied +
Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast
West

Satisfied)

82%
42%
57%
68%
37%

14%
22%
24%
16%
29%

Dissatisfied

(Extremely dissatisfied +
Dissatisfied)

4%
35%
19%
17%
33%
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Satisfaction with Neighborhood’s Housing
Forty-eight percent of residents said they are satisfied or very satisfied with the quality of the
housing in their neighborhood, compared to 27% who said they are dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied. Satisfaction numbers have held relatively steady during the five survey years,
though dissatisfaction has ticked down by three percentage points compared to the most recent
years.

Satisfaction with the maintenance of parks and green spaces in neighborhoods has improved
from 41% in 2016 to 48% in 2021. The share who are dissatisfied has dropped from 33% to 26%
over the same period.
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Trend in Neighborhood Appearance
On a question introduced in the 2018 survey, 26% of residents said the appearance of their
neighborhood is “getting better,” while 29% said the appearance is “getting worse.” Though
still marginally negative, these numbers reflect a significant improvement over prior years.
Nearly four in ten (37%) have not noticed a change, saying the appearance of the neighborhood
is “about the same.”
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Trust in Neighbors
A feeling of trust in one’s neighbors is an important measure of social cohesion. The 2021
survey finds that this indicator has held relatively steady from 2017 (when first asked in
Dayton) through 2021, and may in fact be inching higher.
The trust indicator is measured on a five-point scale ranging from “very high” to “very low”
trust. When “very high” and “high” trust are combined, the number has been stable at about
31%. But when those top two measures are coupled with “moderate” trust, there is evidence of
upward migration on the scale since 2017 – with this combined measure rising from 74% in 2017
to 79% today.
Meanwhile, the number who said their trust is “low” or “very low” has dropped from 26% in
2017 to 21% in 2021.
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Measures of Well-Being
Following their introduction in 2018, the Dayton Survey collected three basic measures related
to the well-being of residents: access to fresh groceries, access to health care services, and level
of financial worry within households. In 2021, three additional measures related to well-being
were added to the survey: access to outdoor places and fresh air, reliable internet access, and
quality afterschool and recreation programming for young people.
Access to Fresh Groceries
More than half (57%) of Dayton’s residents agreed with the statement, “I have good access to
fresh groceries near where I live.” Twenty-seven percent strongly agreed with that statement,
while 30% simply agreed. One-quarter of residents (25%) disagreed with this statement,
indicating they do not have good access to fresh groceries. Of these, 10% of residents strongly
disagreed. These numbers are improved over the numbers for 2018 and 2019.

Access to Fresh Groceries Near Where I Live
Agree

It depends

Disagree

Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast

39%
51%
71%
79%

28%
22%
10%
14%

33%
27%
19%
7%

West

28%

20%

51%
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Access to Health Care Services
Access to health care services appears to be improving somewhat. Across Dayton, 60% of
residents agreed and 19% disagreed with the statement, “I have adequate access to health care
services near where I live.” One-quarter (26%) strongly agreed they have adequate access,
while 7% strongly disagreed. Another 21% said, “it depends.” The feeling of adequate access
to health care has improved slightly from 58% in 2018 and 56% in 2019 to 60% today.

Access to Health Care Services Near Where I Live
Agree

It depends

Disagree

Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central

72%
48%

11%
26%

17%
26%

Northeast
Southeast
West

67%
79%
39%

22%
15%
23%

11%
6%
38%
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Economic Well-Being
Many Dayton residents are worried or stressed about having enough money to pay their basic
expenses, but the number is trending slightly lower. This survey question asked them to think
back over the last 12 months and assess how often “you were worried or stressed about having
enough money to pay vital expenses like your rent, mortgage, or food.” One in six residents
indicated a significant amount of economic stress, saying they were “always” (9%) or “usually”
(7%) stressed about having enough money.
Another 28% said they were “sometimes” worried or stressed, bringing the total to just under
half (44%) of the City’s residents who expressed financial worries. Meanwhile, 52% were not
feeling that stress, with 22% saying they were worried or stressed about money “rarely,” and
30% saying “never.” This combined 52% who are not feeling financial stress has improved
slightly from 47% in 2018 and 50% in 2019.
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Access to a Place Outdoors to Relax and Breathe Fresh Air
For the first time in 2021, residents were asked to agree or disagree with the statement, “I have
adequate access to a place outdoors where I can relax and breathe fresh air.” Two-thirds (66%)
of residents agreed with this statement, with 29% strongly agreeing and 37% agreeing. Sixteen
percent said, “it depends.” Seventeen percent disagreed with this statement, with 6% strongly
disagreeing with it.

Most likely to agree that they have adequate access to a place outdoors where they can relax
and breathe fresh air are residents of Greater Downtown (80%), Northeast (76%), and Southeast
Dayton (76%). Least likely are West Dayton residents (48% Agree, 33% Disagree). North
Central residents are in the middle, with many more who agree they have access to a relaxing
place outdoors (59%) than who disagree (21%).
Access to a Place Outdoors to Relax and Breathe Fresh Air
Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast
West

Agree

It depends

Disagree

80%
59%
76%

7%
20%
14%

13%
21%
11%

76%
48%

15%
19%

9%
33%
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Reliable Internet Access
Also new in 2021, residents were asked to agree or disagree with the statement, “There is
reliable access to Internet service at my home.” Almost four out of five residents said they
“strongly agree” (40%) or “agree” (39%) with the statement. Ten percent disagreed with the
statement outright, while 12% signaled that their home Internet service is less than ideal by
saying “it depends.”

Access to Quality After-school and Recreation Programming
Also new in 2021, residents were asked to agree or disagree with the statement, “Young people
in Dayton have access to quality after-school and recreation programming.” One-quarter (25%)
of residents agreed with this statement, while 34% disagreed (15% strongly). Forty percent said,
“it depends.”
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As illustrated in the table below, there are large disparities in how residents rate the quality of
after-school and recreational programs based on where they live in Dayton. Pluralities in
Northeast and Southeast Dayton say that young people have access to quality after-school and
recreational programming, while residents in North Central and West Dayton are prone to
disagree. Downtown residents are likely to say, “it depends.”
Across the income spectrum, pluralities of residents disagree with this statement, with views
more defined and polarized among lower-income residents. Residents with children in their
households are significantly more likely than households without children to say that young
people do not have access to quality programs.
Young People in Dayton Have Access to Quality After-School and Recreational Programming
Agree
Disagree
It depends
(Strongly agree +
(Strongly disagree +
Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast

Agree)

Disagree)

17%
18%
37%

66%
39%
42%

17%
43%
22%

Southeast
West
Household Income
Under $10,000
$10,000 – 49,999
$50,000 or higher
Children in Household
Yes

32%
20%

41%
26%

27%
54%

31%
29%
21%

25%
36%
49%

44%
34%
29%

26%

31%

44%

No

25%

45%

30%
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Assessing Race Relations in Dayton
In a new question introduced in 2021, residents were asked to describe race relations in Dayton
on a scale ranging from excellent to poor. About one-quarter of Dayton residents (26%)
describe race relations as “excellent” (3%) or “good” (23%) today. About six in ten (61%) have a
more negative view, with 38% describing relations as “only fair” and 22% saying they are
“poor.” Thirteen percent of residents are unsure how to describe race relations in Dayton.

More than two-thirds of African-American residents (69%) describe race relations in Dayton
negatively, compared to a slightly lower 54% of White residents.
Describing Race Relations in Dayton
Race or Ethnicity
White
African-American/Black
All Others

Excellent

Good

Only fair

Poor

Not sure

4%
2%
4%

27%
17%
25%

38%
41%
31%

16%
28%
23%

14%
12%
17%
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Trend in Race Relations
Residents were asked if they believe race relations in Dayton “have improved, stayed about the
same, or gotten worse in the last few years.” The number who believe race relations have
improved is at its low point over the last five surveys, with just about one in ten residents (11%)
feeling that way.
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Impact of Discrimination on Households
Also new in 2021, residents were asked whether they or a member of their household had
experienced discrimination, were refused services, or were treated unfairly in Dayton because
of their race or ethnicity. Fourteen percent said they or a member of their household had
experienced discrimination, while 74% said they had not and 12% were not sure.

One in five residents (20%) who are African-American or Black said they or a member of their
household had experienced racial discrimination, were refused services, or were treated
unfairly in the last 12 months because of their race or ethnicity. Among residents who identify
as something other than White or Black, 16% said they had experienced discrimination.
The incidence of experiencing discrimination on the basis of race or ethnicity was greatest in
North Central and West Dayton, as illustrated below.
Experienced Racial Discrimination
Yes

No

Not sure

Race or Ethnicity
White
African-American/Black
All Others

6%
20%
16%

89%
61%
65%

5%
19%
18%

Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast
West

9%
18%
11%
7%
22%

84%
65%
78%
86%
64%

7%
17%
10%
7%
13%
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Welcoming Immigrants
There has been a major uptick in public support for immigrants since the last survey. Seventy
percent of Dayton residents in 2021 agree with the statement, “I would be supportive if an
immigrant family moved in next door to me.” This is significantly higher than the prior level of
support, which consistently stood between 56% and 58% since 2016. In 2021, 39% of residents
agree strongly that they would be supportive of an immigrant family that moved in next door,
which is ten percentage points higher than the level measured in 2019.
Meanwhile, 5% outright disagree with this statement, indicating they would not be supportive
if an immigrant family moved in next door to them. This number is noticeably improved over
prior years, where it ranged from 8% to 11%. The remaining one-quarter (25%) of Dayton
residents said, “it depends.”
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Addressing Racial Equity Gaps in Housing
In 2021, residents were asked how high a priority it should be for the City to address two types
of racial equity gaps: racial barriers to homeownership/discrimination in renting, and racial
equity gaps in access to jobs and job creation. Residents were asked to rate how high a priority
it should be to address these gaps on a 5-point scale, where 5 is a high priority and 1 is not a
priority. For both issues, nearly two-thirds of residents said the issue should be a high priority
for the City, rating it a 4 or 5.
With respect to racial barriers to homeownership and discrimination in renting, 45% gave this
the highest possible rating (5), and another 17% rated it a 4, totaling 62%. The mean or average
rating for this issue was 3.74 on the 5-point scale.

As illustrated in the table below, residents in North Central and West Dayton place a much
higher priority on this equity gap compared to other residents. African-Americans are also
much more prone than others to view this as a high priority. There is little difference, though,
between those who own and those who rent their housing.
Priority of Addressing Racial Equity Gaps in Housing (Scale of 1 to 5)
Top Two*
Rating of 5
Rating of 4
Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
47%
15%
North Central
57%
15%
Northeast
37%
21%
Southeast
33%
18%
West
50%
17%
*Numbers may not always appear to add correctly due to rounding.

(5 + 4)

62%
72%
58%
50%
67%
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Rating of 5

Rating of 4

Top Two*

37%
60%

20%
13%

57%
73%

All Others
33%
13%
Own or Rent
Own
43%
18%
Rent
48%
17%
*Numbers may not always appear to add correctly due to rounding.

46%

Race or Ethnicity
White
African-American/Black

(5 + 4)

61%
64%

Addressing Racial Equity Gaps in Jobs and Job Creation
On the question of racial equity gaps in jobs and job creation, 46% rated this a 5, and 17% gave it
a 4, totaling 63% who rated this as a high priority. The mean or average rating for this issue
was 3.79.
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Schools
Almost three in ten survey respondents (29%) has a child in school. Ten percent have a child in
Dayton Public Schools, 3% in charter school 3% in parochial school, 1% in home school, and 2%
in pre-school.

Impact of Schools on the Decision to Raise a Family in Dayton
Asked whether “the quality of schools available (would) make you more likely or less likely to
raise your family in the City of Dayton, or would it make no difference either way,” 20% said
they would be more likely and 48% said they would be less likely to raise their family in the
City. These numbers are directly in line with the ratings residents have offered since 2017.
This finding has implications for the City’s ability to attract and retain young families.
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Virtual Learning
In light of all the changes brought about by COVID-19, a question was added to the 2021 survey
asking residents how often a computer or digital device for educational purposes was available
for children involved in virtual learning. Sixteen percent of respondents said they had children
in virtual learning. Among those households, 64% said they always had a computer or digital
device available, and 15% said they usually did, leaving about one in five households with
significant gaps in access to the digital devices they needed for their children’s remote learning.
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Public Safety
Feeling Safe in Your Neighborhood
There has been steady improvement since 2016 in the feeling of safety in neighborhoods at
night. In the 2021 survey, 15% of residents said they feel “very safe” being out alone in their
neighborhood at night and 42% feel “somewhat safe,” for a total of 57%. The percentage of
residents who feel very or somewhat safe in their neighborhood at night has risen from 48%
(2016), to 51% (2017), 53% (2018), 56% (2019), and 57% today.
The vast majority (86%) of Dayton residents feel safe in their neighborhoods during the day.
Forty-four percent in 2021 said they feel “very safe,” and another 42% said they feel “somewhat
safe” in their neighborhoods during the day. This 86% total is also trending slightly higher
compared to recent prior years.
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Responsiveness of Police to Neighborhood Needs
Residents were asked to agree or disagree with this new statement in 2021: “Dayton Police are
responsive to my neighborhood’s needs.” A majority of the City’s residents expressed
reservations or outright disagreed with this statement. While 45% agreed that Dayton police are
responsive to their neighborhoods’ needs (15% Strongly agree, 30% Agree), nearly one-quarter
(23%) of residents disagreed (14% Strongly disagree, 9% Disagree). Meanwhile, a sizable onethird (32%) said “it depends.”

In keeping with other patterns in this survey, residents are most likely to agree in Greater
Downtown (60%), Northeast (56%) and Southeast Dayton (50%). They are much less likely to
agree if they live in West (37%) or North Central Dayton (32%).
Responsiveness of Police to Neighborhood Needs
Agree

It depends

Disagree

Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast

60%
32%
56%

23%
41%
24%

18%
27%
20%

Southeast
West

50%
37%

32%
34%

18%
28%
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Are Dayton Police Held Accountable?
As a new question in 2021, residents were asked to agree or disagree with this statement:
“Police officers in Dayton are held accountable for their actions.” Just like the previous issue, a
majority of residents expressed reservations. Only 44% of residents agreed that police are held
accountable (14% Strongly agree, 30% Agree). Meanwhile, 22% disagreed (11% Disagree, 12%
Strongly disagree), and a sizeable one-third (34%) said “it depends.”

Where residents lives in Dayton relates to whether they feel that police are held accountable for
their actions. That feeling is highest in Northeast (56%) and Southeast (55%), while much lower
in North Central (31%) and West (29%). It should be noted that nowhere in the city is the
perception of police accountability widespread.
While White residents feel police are held accountable by a margin of 54% to 18%, AfricanAmericans in Dayton are split, with 30% agreeing that police are held accountable, 29%
disagreeing, and 42% saying it depends.
Police are Held Accountable for Their Actions
Agree

It depends

Disagree

Land Use Council
Greater Downtown
North Central
Northeast
Southeast
West

47%
31%
56%
55%
29%

31%
42%
22%
28%
46%

31%
27%
22%
16%
25%

Race or Ethnicity
White
African-American/Black
All Others

54%
30%
44%

28%
42%
31%

18%
29%
25%
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Respect Shown by the Police
Dayton Police are generally viewed as respectful by the public. More than two-thirds (70%) of
residents said Dayton police officers are respectful, with 31% calling them “very respectful” and
39% “somewhat respectful.” Only 16% said they view the police as disrespectful.
This rating has fluctuated somewhat over the years of the survey, with the “very respectful”
number ranging from a low of 30% to a high of 40%, placing the current rating of 31% near the
low end of that range.
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Consistent Enforcement of Laws
To better understand how residents feel about fair treatment by Dayton police officers, residents
were asked whether they agree or disagree with this proposition: “Dayton police officers
enforce laws consistently regardless of someone’s race or ethnicity.” Overall, 34% of residents
citywide agree with this statement, and 23% disagree, with the remainder saying they are
“neutral” or not sure. Agreement with this statement is at its lowest point dating back to 2016.
In terms of racial identity, 28% of Black or African-American Dayton residents agree that
Dayton police enforce law consistently, compared to 29% who disagree. The remainder are
neutral or not sure.
Meanwhile, 40% of White Daytonians feel that police officers enforce the laws consistently,
compared to only 15% who disagree, with the rest neutral or not sure.
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Respect for Dayton Police
Through all of these shifting sentiments, and in the context of many national news stories in
recent months about policing, respect for police in Dayton has moved lower than in prior years.
Fifty-two percent of residents now have “a great deal” of respect for Dayton police, down from
59% in 2019, and 62% in the two prior years.
In 2021, 32% have “some” respect in 2021 down from 36% in 2019. Meanwhile, 10% of
residents said they have “hardly any” respect for police in Dayton, a doubling from the 5% who
said so in the prior two surveys.

Forty-two percent give Dayton Police a rating of excellent or good for communicating with the
community when there is a problem. Thirty-three percent grade the Police only fair or poor for
their communication. A sizable 25% said they are not sure.
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Contact with Police
Forty-one percent of residents said they or someone else in their household has had contact
with a Dayton police officer in the last 12 months. More than half the population (56%) said no
one in their household has had police contact, while 3% said they did not know, or would
prefer not to say.
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Level of Concern about Gun Violence
Concern about gun violence remains high. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of the City’s residents said
they are concerned about the possibility of gun violence in their own neighborhood, with 37%
saying they are very concerned, and 29% saying they are somewhat concerned about gun
violence in their neighborhood. While 2019 saw a dip in concern about the possibility of gun
violence, the 2021 number is directly in line with prior years.

Frequency of Seeing Drug Transactions
Though still high, the frequency of seeing drug transactions, or activities that appear to be drug
dealing, continues to steadily decrease. In 2021, 28% of residents across the City said they see
this activity frequently, at least once a week, compared to 30% in 2019, 31% in 2018, 35% in 2017,
and 37% in 2016. Another 11% see activity that they believe is drug dealing about once a
month, and 15% see that once or twice a year, leaving almost half of residents who said they
never see it (23%), or who are not sure (24%).
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Customer Service
Frequency of Contact with the City
Sixty-one percent of residents (61%) said they had contacted the City of Dayton at least once
during the prior 12 months. About half of Dayton residents (47%) said they had been in touch
with the City “once or twice” over the prior 12 months, while 14% had been in contact with the
City at least at least once a month.

Department Contacted
Among those who had been in touch with the City over the past year, they were most likely to
have contacted Tax or Utility Billing (25%), the Public Works Call Center (22%), or the Police
(21%). One in ten (10%) had been in touch with Housing Inspection. Smaller numbers contacted
Public Affairs (4%), Building Inspection (4%), Planning and Community Development (3%),
Fire (3%), and Recreation and Youth Services (3%).
Rounding out the list were four other departments, each at 2% or less: City Commission Office,
City Manager’s Office, Human Relations Council, and Economic Development.
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Ease of Contact
When contacting the City, 57% said it was “easy” (42%) or “very easy” (15%) to find the right
person to respond to their request. This is in line with prior years. About one-quarter (24%)
found it difficult to get to the right person, with 17% rating it “difficult” and another 7% saying
“very difficult.” Nineteen percent said they could not remember.

Handled in the First Contact
Another key indicator of customer service success is whether the customer’s request is handled
in the first contact, or whether they had to contact the City again to have a resolution of the
matter. In 2021, 45% had their issue resolved in the first contact, and 34% said they had to
contact the City again, while the remainder could not remember. At 45%, the first contact
number is at its lowest point over the past five years.
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Courtesy of City Staff
City staff performed well in terms of courtesy. More than six residents in ten (62%) who had
contact with the City agreed that “City staff were courteous and professional throughout the
course of your interaction,” which is the highest level of agreement dating back to 2016. It
should be noted that those who “strongly agree” jumped to 22% in 2021, up from 18% in 2019
and 16% in each of the two prior survey years. Only 7% did not find City staff to be courteous
and professional, the lowest level measured.

Overall Satisfaction
Half (50%) of city residents expressed satisfaction with the overall handling of their issue by the
City in 2021. This is within the normal satisfaction range of 49% to 54%. The 2021 satisfaction
rating included 34% who were “satisfied” with the handling of the issue and 16% who were
“very satisfied.” Meanwhile, dissatisfaction with the City’s handling of residents’ issues was
18% in 2021, well within the normal range of 15% to 23%.
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Incidence and Impact of COVID-19
With the onset of the pandemic, new questions on the impact of COVID-19 were introduced to
the 2021 survey. Residents were asked whether anyone in their household had tested positive
for COVID-19. Fourteen percent of residents said that someone in their household had tested
positive, while 6% said they were not sure or preferred not to say.

Residents were also asked whether their household’s economic well-being had been directly
affected by the pandemic. About four in ten said they had suffered at least some economic
impact, with about one in ten (11%) saying their household had suffered a layoff or lost their
main source of income. Twenty percent suffered a reduction of income even if a job was not
lost, and 9% experienced some other impact.
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Preferred Method of Receiving Information
As an aid to improving communications and outreach by the City, the survey addressed how
people would prefer to receive information. Traditional mail continues to rank the highest at
50%. Local television is second at 40%.
Social media (27%) and email (26%) are next, followed by local newspaper (24%), a City
electronic newsletter (21%), the City’s website (20%), and government access TV (12%).
Note that the preference for traditional mail has dropped from 59% to 50% over the past five
years, while the preference for local television has increased from 29% to 40% over that time.
Social media has lifted slightly from 23% to 27%, while email has ebbed slightly from 31% to
26%. Other outreach channels have remained fairly consistent.
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Conclusion
It has been a privilege to conduct this survey for the City of Dayton. We hope City leaders will
find it a valuable guide for decision-making over the next year, and we stand by ready to offer
additional interpretation as needed, as the City applies the findings of this research to the public
policy decisions ahead.
OpinionWorks LLC
October 2021
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Introduction
1. Are you 18 years of age or older and live in the city limits of Dayton?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Yes....................................................................... 100% .... 100% ..... 100% .... 100% .....100%
No (Please ask an adult member of your household to complete this survey.)
2. What is your 5-digit zip code at home?
45402 ............................................................................ ............. ....... 12% ........ 9% .......12%
45403 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 7% ........ 9% .........7%
45404 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 5% ........ 2% .........4%
45405 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 7% ........ 6% .......10%
45406 ............................................................................ ............. ....... 15% ...... 16% .......17%
45410 ............................................................................ ............. ....... 10% ...... 11% .......12%
45414 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 2% ........ 4% .........3%
45417 ............................................................................ ............. ....... 15% ...... 16% .......13%
45419 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 3% ........ 3% .........3%
45420 ............................................................................ ............. ....... 12% ...... 11% .......11%
45424 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 8% ........ 6% .........5%
45432 ............................................................................ ............. ......... 3% ........ 2% .........4%
Others ........................................................................... ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
Broad Assessment
3. In general, would you say things in Dayton are heading in the right direction or in the wrong
direction?
Right direction ........................................................ 47% ...... 50% ....... 47% ...... 50% .......53%
Wrong direction ...................................................... 32% ...... 25% ....... 29% ...... 28% .......25%
No opinion .............................................................. 21% ...... 25% ....... 24% ...... 22% .......22%
4. How satisfied are you with Dayton as a place to live?
Very satisfied............................................................ 8% ...... 10% ....... 11% ...... 12% .......12%
Satisfied ................................................................. 40% ...... 40% ....... 37% ...... 39% .......45%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 48% ...... 50% ....... 48% ...... 51% .......57%
Neutral ................................................................... 26% ...... 25% ....... 26% ...... 22% .......23%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 16% ...... 16% ....... 17% ...... 19% .......13%
Very dissatisfied ....................................................... 8% ........ 8% ......... 8% ........ 7% .........6%
Total dissatisfied.................................................. 24% ...... 24% ....... 25% ...... 26% .......19%
Not sure ................................................................... 2% ........ 1% ......... 2% ........ 1% .........1%
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5. How likely are you to remain living in Dayton for the next five years?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very likely............................................................... 28% ...... 28% ....... 27% ...... 30% .......31%
Likely ...................................................................... 27% ...... 26% ....... 27% ...... 28% .......24%
Total Likely .......................................................... 55% ...... 54% ....... 54% ...... 58% .......56%
It depends/ Not sure ............................................... 27% ...... 27% ....... 29% ...... 25% .......29%
Unlikely .................................................................. 11% ...... 11% ....... 10% ...... 10% .......11%
Very unlikely ............................................................. 8% ........ 7% ......... 7% ........ 7% .........4%
Total Unlikely ....................................................... 19% ...... 18% ....... 17% ...... 17% .......15%
6. When you compare the services you receive from the City of Dayton to the taxes you pay,
does the amount you pay seem reasonable, too high, or too low?
Reasonable ............................................................ 46% ...... 48% ....... 41% ...... 46% .......50%
Too high ................................................................. 40% ...... 36% ....... 41% ...... 39% .......32%
Too low .................................................................... 2% ........ 1% ......... 2% ........ 2% .........2%
Not sure ................................................................. 13% ...... 16% ....... 17% ...... 14% .......16%
7. What do you think is the most important problem facing your neighborhood today? (Openended; see verbatim responses.)
Crime/Safety ................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......24%
Abandoned homes/Blight/Decay ................................... ............. .............. ............. .......18%
Drugs ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......12%
Overgrown lots/Upkeep of homes ................................. ............. .............. ............. .......11%
Trash/Litter .................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......10%
Bad streets/Potholes ..................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......10%
Speeding/Traffic issues ................................................. ............. .............. ............. .........8%
Need stores/restaurants/development ........................... ............. .............. ............. .........7%
Lack of jobs/Poverty/Economic inequity ........................ ............. .............. ............. .........5%
Gun violence ................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .........3%
Lack of community/Unfriendly/Bad neighbors ................ ............. .............. ............. .........3%
Racism/Inequity/Bad policing ........................................ ............. .............. ............. .........2%
Schools ......................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........2%
Lack of policing ............................................................. ............. .............. ............. .........2%
Neighborhoods not treated equally by City .................... ............. .............. ............. .........2%
Homelessness............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........2%
COVID issues/closures ................................................. ............. .............. ............. ......... *%
Other ............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......10%
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Neighborhood Issues
8. How satisfied are you with your neighborhood overall?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very satisfied.......................................................... 10% ...... 11% ....... 12% ...... 12% .......12%
Satisfied ................................................................. 35% ...... 38% ....... 36% ...... 35% .......43%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 45% ...... 49% ....... 48% ...... 47% .......54%
Neutral ................................................................... 21% ...... 22% ....... 23% ...... 22% .......20%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 21% ...... 17% ....... 19% ...... 21% .......18%
Very dissatisfied ..................................................... 13% ...... 11% ....... 10% ........ 9% .........6%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 34% ...... 28% ....... 29% ...... 30% .......24%
Not sure ................................................................... *% ........ 1% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
How satisfied are you with each of these aspects of your neighborhood?
9. The quality of housing in your neighborhood
Very satisfied............................................................ 9% ...... 13% ....... 11% ...... 13% .......13%
Satisfied ................................................................. 38% ...... 35% ....... 37% ...... 35% .......35%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 47% ...... 48% ....... 48% ...... 48% .......48%
Neutral ................................................................... 21% ...... 22% ....... 22% ...... 21% .......25%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 20% ...... 18% ....... 19% ...... 19% .......18%
Very dissatisfied ..................................................... 12% ...... 10% ....... 11% ...... 11% .........9%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 32% ...... 28% ....... 30% ...... 30% .......27%
Not sure ................................................................... 1% ........ 2% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
10. The maintenance of parks and green spaces in your neighborhood
Very satisfied.......................................................... 10% ...... 12% ....... 10% ...... 12% .......15%
Satisfied ................................................................. 31% ...... 34% ....... 34% ...... 31% .......33%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 41% ...... 46% ....... 44% ...... 43% .......48%
Neutral ................................................................... 22% ...... 23% ....... 25% ...... 24% .......23%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 20% ...... 16% ....... 17% ...... 18% .......15%
Very dissatisfied ..................................................... 13% ...... 12% ....... 11% ...... 12% .......10%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 33% ...... 28% ....... 28% ...... 29% .......26%
Not sure ................................................................... 3% ........ 3% ......... 3% ........ 3% .........3%
11. Thinking back over the last several years, is the appearance of your neighborhood getting
better, getting worse, or about the same?
Getting better ................................................................ ............. ....... 20% ...... 18% .......26%
Staying about the same................................................. ............. ....... 41% ...... 44% .......37%
Getting worse ................................................................ ............. ....... 33% ...... 33% .......29%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 6% ........ 6% .........8%
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12. How much trust do you have in your neighbors?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very high ....................................................................... ........ 8% ....... 10% ........ 9% .........7%
High .............................................................................. ...... 24% ....... 21% ...... 22% .......24%
Total High ................................................................... ...... 32% ....... 31% ...... 32% .......31%
Moderate ....................................................................... ...... 42% ....... 46% ...... 45% .......48%
Low ............................................................................... ...... 16% ....... 16% ...... 13% .......13%
Very low ........................................................................ ...... 10% ......... 7% ...... 11% .........8%
Total Low.................................................................... ...... 26% ....... 23% ...... 24% .......21%
13. How safe would you feel being out alone in your neighborhood at night?
Very safe ................................................................ 14% ...... 12% ....... 16% ...... 17% .......15%
Somewhat safe ..................................................... 34% ...... 39% ....... 37% ...... 38% .......42%
Total Safe ............................................................ 48% ...... 51% ....... 53% ...... 56% .......57%
Somewhat unsafe .................................................. 29% ...... 26% ....... 26% ...... 24% .......25%
Very unsafe ............................................................ 21% ...... 20% ....... 18% ...... 18% .......16%
Total Unsafe ........................................................ 50% ...... 46% ....... 44% ...... 42% .......41%
Not sure ................................................................... 2% ........ 2% ......... 2% ........ 2% .........2%
14. How safe would you feel being out in your neighborhood during the day?
Very safe ................................................................ 41% ...... 40% ....... 40% ...... 44% .......44%
Somewhat safe ..................................................... 44% ...... 43% ....... 43% ...... 41% .......42%
Total Safe ............................................................ 85% ...... 83% ....... 83% ...... 84% .......86%
Somewhat unsafe .................................................. 12% ...... 13% ....... 12% ...... 13% .......10%
Very unsafe .............................................................. 3% ........ 3% ......... 3% ........ 2% .........3%
Total Unsafe ........................................................ 15% ...... 16% ....... 15% ...... 15% .......13%
Not sure ................................................................... 1% ........ 1% ......... 2% ........ 1% .........1%
15. Has anyone in your household tested positive for COVID-19?
Yes................................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......14%
No ................................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......81%
Not sure/ Prefer not to say............................................. ............. .............. ............. .........6%
Do you agree or disagree with these statements?
16. I have good access to fresh groceries near where I live.
Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. ....... 25% ...... 27% .......27%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. ....... 27% ...... 25% .......30%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. ....... 52% ...... 52% .......57%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. ....... 17% ...... 15% .......18%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. ....... 15% ...... 17% .......15%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. ....... 17% ...... 17% .......10%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. ....... 32% ...... 34% .......25%
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17. I have adequate access to health care services near where I live.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. ....... 24% ...... 26% .......26%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. ....... 34% ...... 29% .......34%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. ....... 58% ...... 56% .......60%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. ....... 21% ...... 20% .......21%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. ....... 12% ...... 13% .......13%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. ......... 9% ...... 11% .........7%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. ....... 21% ...... 25% .......19%
18. I have adequate access to a place outdoors where I can relax and breathe fresh air.
Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......29%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......37%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......66%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......16%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......11%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........6%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......17%
19. There is reliable access to Internet service at my home
Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......40%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......39%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......78%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......12%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .........6%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........3%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......10%
20. Young people in Dayton have access to quality after school and recreation programming.
Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........7%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......19%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......25%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......40%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......19%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......15%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......34%
21. Dayton Police are responsive to my neighborhood’s needs
Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......15%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......30%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......45%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......32%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......14%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........9%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......23%
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22. Police officers in Dayton are held accountable for their actions
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Strongly agree ............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......14%
Agree ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......30%
Total Agree................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......44%
It depends ..................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......34%
Disagree........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......11%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......12%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......22%
23. How often in the past 12 months would you say you were worried or stressed about having
enough money to pay vital expenses like your rent, mortgage, or food?
Always........................................................................... ............. ....... 11% ........ 8% .........9%
Usually .......................................................................... ............. ....... 11% ........ 9% .........7%
Sometimes .................................................................... ............. ....... 28% ...... 27% .......28%
Rarely ........................................................................... ............. ....... 20% ...... 19% .......22%
Never ............................................................................ ............. ....... 27% ...... 31% .......30%
Not sure or prefer not to say .......................................... ............. ......... 4% ........ 5% .........5%
24. Has your household’s economic well-being been directly affected by the pandemic, either
through job loss or reduced income?
Laid off or lost our main source of income ..................... ............. .............. ............. .......11%
Have not lost a job but our income is reduced ............... ............. .............. ............. .......20%
Some other impact (Please specify.) ............................. ............. .............. ............. .........9%
We have not been affected that way ............................. ............. .............. ............. .......59%
Community Diversity/Race Relations
25. How would you describe race relations in Dayton today?
Excellent ....................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........3%
Good ............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......23%
Total Positive (Excellent + Good) ............................... ............. .............. ............. .......26%
Only fair......................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......38%
Poor .............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......22%
Total Negative (Fair + Poor) ....................................... ............. .............. ............. .......61%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......13%
26. Do you believe race relations in Dayton have improved, stayed about the same, or gotten
worse in the last few years?
Improved ................................................................ 15% ...... 15% ....... 11% ...... 13% .......11%
Stayed about the same .......................................... 50% ...... 48% ....... 48% ...... 46% .......44%
Gotten worse .......................................................... 23% ...... 21% ....... 27% ...... 24% .......26%
Not sure ................................................................. 12% ...... 16% ....... 14% ...... 16% .......19%
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27. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? I would be supportive if an immigrant family
moved in next door to me.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Strongly agree ........................................................ 26% ...... 28% ....... 26% ...... 29% .......39%
Agree ..................................................................... 30% ...... 28% ....... 32% ...... 28% .......31%
Total Agree.......................................................... 56% ...... 56% ....... 58% ...... 58% .......70%
It depends .............................................................. 34% ...... 33% ....... 34% ...... 33% .......25%
Disagree................................................................... 5% ........ 5% ......... 4% ........ 4% .........3%
Strongly disagree ..................................................... 5% ........ 6% ......... 4% ........ 6% .........3%
Total Disagree ..................................................... 10% ...... 11% ......... 8% ...... 10% .........5%
28. In the last 12 months, did you or a member of your immediate household experience
discrimination, were refused services, or treated unfairly in Dayton because of your race or
ethnicity?
Yes................................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......14%
No ................................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......74%
Not sure or prefer not to say .......................................... ............. .............. ............. .......12%
29. If yes, please describe what you have experienced. (Open-ended; see verbatim responses.)
How high a priority should it be for city government to address racial equity gaps in the following
areas? Please rate each area from 1 to 5, where 5 is a high priority and 1 is not a priority.
30. Racial barriers to homeownership or discrimination in renting.
5 (A high priority) ........................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......45%
4 .................................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......17%
Top 2 (4 + 5)............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......62%
3 .................................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......17%
2 .................................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........8%
1 (Not a priority) ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......12%
Mean ............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. ....... 3.74
31. Racial equity gaps in access to jobs and job creation.
5 (A high priority) ........................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......46%
4 .................................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......17%
Top 2 (4 + 5)............................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......63%
3 .................................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......18%
2 .................................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........8%
1 (Not a priority) ............................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......11%
Mean ............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. ....... 3.79
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Satisfaction/Performance
How satisfied are you with each of these services and amenities provided by the City of
Dayton?
32. Police services
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very satisfied.......................................................... 12% ...... 18% ....... 15% ...... 18% .......17%
Satisfied ................................................................. 40% ...... 39% ....... 39% ...... 38% .......35%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 52% ...... 57% ....... 54% ...... 56% .......52%
Neutral ................................................................... 26% ...... 25% ....... 25% ...... 26% .......27%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 12% ...... 10% ......... 9% ...... 10% .......10%
Very dissatisfied ....................................................... 9% ........ 5% ......... 7% ........ 5% .........7%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 21% ...... 15% ....... 16% ...... 15% .......18%
Not sure ................................................................... 3% ........ 3% ......... 4% ........ 2% .........3%
33. Fire and EMS Services
Very satisfied................................................................. ...... 30% ....... 26% ...... 28% .......29%
Satisfied ........................................................................ ...... 45% ....... 46% ...... 42% .......45%
Total Satisfied ............................................................ ...... 75% ....... 72% ...... 70% .......74%
Neutral .......................................................................... ...... 16% ....... 20% ...... 20% .......18%
Dissatisfied .................................................................... ........ 2% ......... 1% ........ 2% .........1%
Very dissatisfied ............................................................ ........ 1% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........2%
Total Dissatisfied ........................................................ ........ 3% ......... 2% ........ 3% .........2%
Not sure ........................................................................ ........ 5% ......... 7% ........ 7% .........5%
34. Condition of the streets and pavement
Very satisfied............................................................ 2% ........ 4% ......... 3% ........ 4% .........2%
Satisfied ................................................................. 18% ...... 17% ....... 17% ...... 13% .......13%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 20% ...... 21% ....... 20% ...... 18% .......15%
Neutral ................................................................... 19% ...... 21% ....... 18% ...... 16% .......20%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 35% ...... 32% ....... 32% ...... 32% .......30%
Very dissatisfied ..................................................... 25% ...... 25% ....... 28% ...... 33% .......34%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 60% ...... 57% ....... 60% ...... 65% .......65%
Not sure ................................................................... *% ........ 1% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
35. Waste collection
Very satisfied.......................................................... 21% ...... 23% ....... 21% ...... 23% .......19%
Satisfied ................................................................. 52% ...... 48% ....... 50% ...... 46% .......42%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 73% ...... 71% ....... 71% ...... 68% .......61%
Neutral ................................................................... 17% ...... 16% ....... 19% ...... 18% .......22%
Dissatisfied ............................................................... 7% ........ 7% ......... 5% ...... 10% .........8%
Very dissatisfied ....................................................... 3% ........ 4% ......... 4% ........ 3% .........8%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 10% ...... 11% ......... 9% ...... 12% .......16%
Not sure ................................................................... *% ........ 1% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
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36. Recycling
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very satisfied................................................................. ............. ....... 17% ...... 21% .......15%
Satisfied ........................................................................ ............. ....... 45% ...... 39% .......37%
Total Satisfied ............................................................ ............. ....... 62% ...... 60% .......52%
Neutral .......................................................................... ............. ....... 21% ...... 25% .......22%
Dissatisfied .................................................................... ............. ......... 6% ........ 6% .......13%
Very dissatisfied ............................................................ ............. ......... 5% ........ 4% .........8%
Total Dissatisfied ........................................................ ............. ....... 11% ...... 11% .......21%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 6% ........ 5% .........5%
37. Water and Wastewater services
Very satisfied................................................................. ............. ....... 18% ...... 19% .......20%
Satisfied ........................................................................ ............. ....... 47% ...... 39% .......45%
Total Satisfied ............................................................ ............. ....... 65% ...... 58% .......65%
Neutral .......................................................................... ............. ....... 24% ...... 25% .......24%
Dissatisfied .................................................................... ............. ......... 4% ...... 10% .........5%
Very dissatisfied ............................................................ ............. ......... 4% ........ 4% .........4%
Total Dissatisfied ........................................................ ............. ......... 8% ...... 14% .........9%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 3% ........ 2% .........2%
38. How much confidence do you have in the purity and cleanliness of Dayton’s tap water?
Very confident ........................................................ 26% ...... 26% ....... 24% ...... 21% .......20%
Somewhat confident ............................................... 34% ...... 33% ....... 34% ...... 32% .......36%
Total Confident .................................................... 60% ...... 59% ....... 58% ...... 53% .......56%
Neutral ................................................................... 19% ...... 20% ....... 19% ...... 17% .......17%
Not so confident ..................................................... 15% ...... 17% ....... 16% ...... 22% .......19%
Not at all confident ................................................... 6% ........ 5% ......... 7% ........ 8% .........8%
Total Not Confident ............................................. 21% ...... 22% ....... 23% ...... 30% .......27%
Importance of Services
How important to you personally is each of these things?
39. Police services
Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 70% ...... 72% .......62%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 23% ...... 20% .......23%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 93% ...... 92% .......85%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ......... 4% ........ 5% .........9%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... 2% ........ 2% .........4%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% .........2%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% ......... *%
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40. Fire and EMS Services
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 72% ...... 75% .......71%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 23% ...... 20% .......22%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 95% ...... 96% .......93%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ......... 3% ........ 3% .........6%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... *% ........ 1% .........1%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... *% ......... *% ......... *%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 1% ......... *% ......... *%
41. Condition of the streets and pavement
Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 54% ...... 60% .......57%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 36% ...... 31% .......33%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 90% ...... 91% .......90%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ......... 8% ........ 7% .........9%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% ......... *%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... *% ......... *% ......... *%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 1% ......... *% ......... *%
42. Waste collection
Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 52% ...... 56% .......54%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 39% ...... 35% .......36%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 91% ...... 91% .......90%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ......... 7% ........ 8% .........8%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... 1% ......... *% .........1%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... *% ......... *% ......... *%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... *% ........ 1% ......... *%
43. Water and Wastewater services
Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 62% ...... 68% .......66%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 33% ...... 26% .......26%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 95% ...... 94% .......93%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ......... 3% ........ 5% .........6%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... *% ........ 1% .........1%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... *% ......... *% ......... *%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... *% ........ 1% ......... *%
44. The condition of your neighborhood
Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 70% ...... 69% .......71%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 25% ...... 26% .......24%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 95% ...... 95% .......95%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ......... 4% ........ 4% .........4%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... *% ........ 1% ......... *%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... *% ......... *% ......... *%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... *% ........ 1% ......... *%
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45. Recycling
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 44% ...... 49% .......50%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 36% ...... 32% .......31%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 80% ...... 80% .......81%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ....... 14% ...... 14% .......14%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... 4% ........ 3% .........2%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% .........2%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
46. Maintenance of parks and green spaces in your neighborhood
Very important ............................................................... ............. ....... 49% ...... 50% .......59%
Important ....................................................................... ............. ....... 36% ...... 34% .......27%
Top 2 Important .......................................................... ............. ....... 85% ...... 85% .......86%
Somewhat important ..................................................... ............. ....... 11% ...... 12% .......11%
Not very important ......................................................... ............. ......... 2% ........ 2% .........1%
Not at all important ........................................................ ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% ......... *%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
Contact with City Employees
47. How often have you contacted the City of Dayton for any reason over the last 12 months?
Never ..................................................................... 27% ...... 29% ....... 28% ...... 24% .......31%
Once or twice a year .............................................. 56% ...... 56% ....... 57% ...... 58% .......47%
Monthly .................................................................... 8% ........ 8% ......... 7% ........ 9% .......12%
Weekly ..................................................................... 2% ........ 1% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........2%
Daily ......................................................................... *% ......... *% ......... *% ......... *% ......... *%
Not sure ................................................................... 7% ........ 6% ......... 8% ........ 8% .........8%
48. If you have contacted the City at least once in the past year, what department did you
contact most recently?
Tax or Utility Billing ................................................. 20% ...... 21% ....... 29% ...... 24% .......25%
Public Works Call Center ....................................... 19% ...... 23% ....... 28% ...... 23% .......22%
Police ..................................................................... 27% ...... 28% ....... 18% ...... 23% .......21%
Housing Inspection ................................................. 12% ...... 10% ......... 9% ........ 9% .......10%
Public Affairs ............................................................ 2% ........ 2% ......... 2% ........ 2% .........4%
Building Inspection ................................................... 4% ........ 3% ......... 3% ........ 2% .........4%
Planning & Community Development ....................... 4% ........ 3% ......... 2% ........ 6% .........3%
Fire .......................................................................... 2% ........ 4% ......... 2% ........ 3% .........3%
Recreation & Youth Services.................................... 4% ........ 3% ......... 2% ........ 3% .........3%
City Commission Office ............................................ 2% ........ 1% ......... 2% ........ 1% .........2%
City Manager’s Office ............................................... 2% ........ 2% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
Human Relations Council ......................................... 1% ......... *% ......... 1% ........ 1% .........1%
Economic Development ........................................... 2% ........ 1% ......... 2% ........ 1% .........1%
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49. The last time you were in contact with the City, how easy or difficult was it to find the right
contact to respond to your request?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Very easy ............................................................... 15% ...... 15% ....... 14% ...... 17% .......15%
Easy ....................................................................... 44% ...... 46% ....... 43% ...... 41% .......42%
Total Easy ........................................................... 59% ...... 61% ....... 57% ...... 58% .......57%
Difficult ................................................................... 19% ...... 16% ....... 19% ...... 18% .......17%
Very difficult ............................................................. 7% ........ 6% ......... 8% ........ 6% .........7%
Total Difficult ....................................................... 26% ...... 22% ....... 27% ...... 24% .......24%
Can’t remember ..................................................... 16% ...... 17% ....... 15% ...... 19% .......19%
50. Was your request handled in the first contact, or did you have to contact the City again?
First contact ........................................................... 48% ...... 51% ....... 48% ...... 47% .......45%
Had to contact them again...................................... 34% ...... 28% ....... 31% ...... 31% .......34%
Can’t remember ..................................................... 18% ...... 21% ....... 21% ...... 22% .......21%
51. Do you agree with this statement? City Staff were courteous and professional throughout
the course of your interaction.
Strongly Agree .............................................................. ...... 16% ....... 16% ...... 18% .......22%
Agree ............................................................................ ...... 43% ....... 42% ...... 41% .......40%
Total Agree................................................................. ...... 59% ....... 58% ...... 59% .......62%
Neutral .......................................................................... ...... 21% ....... 22% ...... 21% .......18%
Disagree........................................................................ ........ 5% ......... 7% ........ 5% .........4%
Strongly disagree .......................................................... ........ 4% ......... 3% ........ 4% .........3%
Total Disagree ............................................................ ........ 9% ....... 10% ........ 9% .........7%
Can’t remember ............................................................ ...... 11% ....... 11% ...... 11% .......13%
52. Overall, how satisfied were you with the City’s handling of your issue?
Very satisfied.......................................................... 14% ...... 14% ....... 16% ...... 15% .......16%
Satisfied ................................................................. 35% ...... 39% ....... 38% ...... 37% .......34%
Total Satisfied ..................................................... 49% ...... 53% ....... 54% ...... 52% .......50%
Neutral ................................................................... 17% ...... 18% ....... 22% ...... 21% .......21%
Dissatisfied ............................................................. 14% ...... 11% ......... 9% ........ 8% .......11%
Very dissatisfied ....................................................... 9% ........ 7% ......... 6% ........ 7% .........6%
Total Dissatisfied ................................................. 23% ...... 18% ....... 15% ...... 16% .......18%
Not sure ................................................................. 11% ...... 11% ......... 9% ...... 11% .......12%
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Schools
53. Do you have children in your household? If yes, which of these do they attend? Mark any
that apply to you.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

No children in school in Dayton ..................................... ...... 80% ....... 79% ...... 78% .......71%
Dayton Public Schools .................................................. ...... 11% ....... 12% ...... 10% .......10%
Charter school ............................................................... ........ 2% ......... 4% ........ 5% .........3%
Parochial school ............................................................ ........ 2% ......... 2% ........ 2% .........3%
Home school ................................................................. ........ 1% ......... 1% ........ 2% .........1%
Pre-school ..................................................................... ........ 2% .............. ............. .........2%
Too young for school ..................................................... ........ 6% .............. ............. .........6%
Don’t attend school in Dayton ....................................... ........ 4% .............. ............. .........4%
Other ............................................................................. ........ 4% ......... 5% ........ 4% .........5%
54. If you have children in virtual learning, how often is a computer or other digital device
available to children for educational purposes?
Always........................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......10%
Usually .......................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........2%
Sometimes .................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........1%
Rarely ........................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .........1%
Never ............................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .........2%
No children in virtual learning ........................................ ............. .............. ............. .......84%
55. Regardless of whether you are raising a family today, would the quality of the schools
available make you more likely or less likely to raise your family in the City of Dayton, or
would it make no difference either way?
More likely .............................................................. 12% ...... 19% ....... 20% ...... 22% .......20%
No difference .......................................................... 17% ...... 16% ....... 15% ...... 12% .......17%
Less likely .............................................................. 60% ...... 48% ....... 48% ...... 50% .......48%
Not sure ................................................................. 11% ...... 18% ....... 18% ...... 16% .......16%
Police/Community Relations
56. In your opinion, would you say that Dayton police officers are generally very respectful,
somewhat respectful, somewhat disrespectful, or very disrespectful in their dealings with
people?
Very respectful ....................................................... 35% ...... 40% ....... 30% ...... 35% .......31%
Somewhat respectful .............................................. 39% ...... 34% ....... 37% ...... 37% .......39%
Total Respectful .................................................. 74% ...... 74% ....... 67% ...... 72% .......70%
Somewhat disrespectful ......................................... 11% ........ 8% ......... 9% ........ 9% .......10%
Very disrespectful ..................................................... 5% ........ 4% ......... 5% ........ 4% .........6%
Total Disrespectful............................................... 16% ...... 12% ....... 14% ...... 13% .......16%
Not sure ................................................................. 10% ...... 14% ....... 19% ...... 15% .......15%
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57. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Dayton police officers enforce laws
consistently regardless of someone’s race or ethnicity.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Strongly agree ........................................................ 14% ...... 16% ....... 15% ...... 15% .......13%
Agree ..................................................................... 25% ...... 26% ....... 22% ...... 19% .......20%
Total Agree.......................................................... 39% ...... 42% ....... 37% ...... 35% .......34%
Neutral ................................................................... 20% ...... 20% ....... 19% ...... 20% .......19%
Disagree................................................................. 15% ...... 11% ....... 13% ...... 15% .......14%
Strongly disagree ................................................... 10% ........ 7% ......... 6% ........ 7% .........8%
Total Disagree ..................................................... 25% ...... 18% ....... 19% ...... 23% .......23%
Not sure ................................................................. 17% ...... 20% ....... 24% ...... 23% .......24%
58. How much respect do you have for police in Dayton?
A great deal................................................................... ...... 62% ....... 62% ...... 59% .......52%
Some ............................................................................ ...... 32% ....... 32% ...... 36% .......32%
Hardly any ..................................................................... ........ 6% ......... 5% ........ 5% .......10%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .........6%
59. When there is a problem, how well do the Dayton Police communicate with the community?
Excellent ....................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......13%
Good ............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......29%
Total Positive (Excellent + Good) ............................... ............. .............. ............. .......42%
Only fair......................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......16%
Poor .............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......17%
Total Negative (Fair + Poor) ....................................... ............. .............. ............. .......33%
Not sure ........................................................................ ............. .............. ............. .......25%
Police Contact
60. Have you or anyone in your household had contact with any Dayton police officer for any
reason in the last 12 months?
Yes......................................................................... 47% ...... 44% ....... 39% ...... 41% .......41%
No .......................................................................... 48% ...... 51% ....... 52% ...... 52% .......56%
Can’t remember ....................................................... 2% ........ 3% ......... 6% ........ 4% .........2%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... 2% ........ 2% ......... 3% ........ 3% .........1%
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61. If yes, what was the nature of the most recent contact? Choose the one response that best
describes it.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

As a witness, or to report a crime ........................... 26% ...... 29% ....... 21% ...... 24% .......27%
In a social setting or at a community event ............. 17% ........ 9% ......... 8% ...... 12% .......11%
Victim of a crime..................................................... 10% ...... 12% ......... 9% ...... 14% .........9%
Involved in an accident ............................................. 6% ........ 5% ......... 5% ........ 6% .........8%
Helped by an officer ................................................. 7% ........ 8% ......... 6% ........ 5% .........7%
Traffic stop ............................................................... 6% ........ 5% ......... 3% ........ 3% .........5%
Arrested ................................................................... 1% ........ 1% ......... *% ........ 1% .........1%
Safety training .......................................................... 1% ......... *% ......... 1% ........ 1% ......... *%
Other (Please specify.) ........................................... 19% ...... 18% ....... 27% ...... 18% .......21%
Can’t remember ....................................................... 3% ........ 7% ....... 12% ...... 11% .........5%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... 5% ........ 6% ......... 8% ........ 5% .........5%
Gun Violence
(All):
62. How concerned are you about the possibility of gun violence in your neighborhood?
Very concerned ...................................................... 38% ...... 37% ....... 38% ...... 35% .......37%
Somewhat concerned............................................. 28% ...... 28% ....... 26% ...... 25% .......29%
Top 2 (Very + Somewhat concerned) .................. 66% ...... 65% ....... 64% ...... 60% .......65%
Only a little concerned ............................................ 19% ...... 19% ....... 19% ...... 23% .......22%
Not concerned ........................................................ 13% ...... 13% ....... 14% ...... 15% .......12%
Not sure ................................................................... 2% ........ 3% ......... 3% ........ 2% .........1%
Drug Use
63. In your neighborhood, how often do you see drug transactions, or activities that appear to be
drug dealing?
Never ..................................................................... 24% ...... 24% ....... 26% ...... 25% .......23%
Once or twice a year .............................................. 14% ...... 12% ....... 11% ...... 13% .......15%
Monthly .................................................................. 10% ........ 9% ......... 7% ...... 12% .......11%
Weekly ................................................................... 15% ...... 15% ....... 15% ...... 14% .......11%
Daily ....................................................................... 22% ...... 20% ....... 16% ...... 16% .......17%
Not sure ................................................................. 16% ...... 20% ....... 25% ...... 21% .......24%
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Communications
64. How do you want to receive information about news and events from the City of Dayton?
Mark any that apply.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Traditional mail ....................................................... 59% ...... 58% ....... 48% ...... 49% .......50%
Local television....................................................... 29% ...... 33% ....... 40% ...... 42% .......40%
Social media, like Facebook ................................... 23% ...... 20% ....... 23% ...... 30% .......27%
Email ...................................................................... 31% ...... 25% ....... 25% ...... 29% .......26%
A local newspaper .................................................. 24% ...... 22% ....... 26% ...... 24% .......24%
An electronic newsletter from the City .................... 20% ...... 16% ....... 16% ...... 19% .......21%
The City’s website .................................................. 21% ...... 14% ....... 20% ...... 23% .......20%
City of Dayton Channel/Government Access TV .... 11% ...... 11% ....... 10% ...... 14% .......12%
Some other way (Please specify.) ............................ 2% ........ 2% ......... 4% ........ 4% .........4%
Closing and Classification
65. Do you have any other comments about the City of Dayton or any of the issues covered on
this survey? (Open-ended; categorized responses below; see verbatim responses.)
Better street & sidewalk maintenance ........................... ............. ....... 16% ...... 20% .......12%
Too many vacant buildings ............................................ ............. ....... 10% ........ 6% .........9%
Too much trash/Overgrown lots/
Houses in disrepair..................................................... ............. ......... 8% ........ 6% .........8%
Clean up neighborhoods/Not all
neighborhoods equally helped .................................... ............. ......... 6% ........ 8% .........7%
Police have bad attitudes/Need training ........................ ............. .............. ............. .........7%
Need more police presence, response/
Deal with the crime .................................................... ............. ......... 8% ........ 8% .........7%
Drug problem in City...................................................... ............. ......... 3% ........ 5% .........7%
City needs better customer service/communication ....... ............. ......... 1% ........ 4% .........6%
City is doing positive things/Headed in
right direction.............................................................. ............. ......... 6% ........ 7% .........5%
Better recycling/trash/leaf collection .............................. ............. ......... 2% ........ 4% .........5%
City needs better leadership .......................................... ............. ......... 2% ........ 4% .........5%
Speeding/Enforce traffic laws ........................................ ............. ......... 2% ........ 2% .........4%
Need stores/More development .................................... ............. ......... 7% ........ 4% .........4%
Better schools ............................................................... ............. ......... 2% ........ 4% .........4%
Dayton is a good place to live........................................ ............. .............. ............. .........3%
Rent too high/Need low-income housing ....................... ............. .............. ............. .........3%
Need youth programs/activities ..................................... ............. .............. ............. .........2%
Enforce ordinances/Enforce consistently ....................... ............. ......... 1% ........ 3% .........2%
Taxes/fees are too high ................................................. ............. ......... 4% ........ 2% .........2%
More/Better maintenance of green space ...................... ............. ......... *% ........ 2% .........2%
Need to respect each other ........................................... ............. ......... *% ......... *% .........1%
Concerned about drinking water quality......................... ............. ......... *% ........ 2% .........1%
Need more jobs ............................................................. ............. ......... *% ......... *% .........1%
Improve public transit .................................................... ............. ......... *% ........ 1% ......... *%
Panhandling/Homelessness .......................................... ............. ......... 3% ......... *%
Other ............................................................................. ............. ....... 20% ........ 6% .......12%
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Finally, there are a few questions just to classify the survey. All questions are confidential and
will not be tied back to you personally.
66. What is your gender identity?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Male ....................................................................... 46% ...... 47% ....... 46% ...... 46% .......45%
Female ................................................................... 54% ...... 50% ....... 51% ...... 50% .......51%
Other gender category (Please specify.) ....................... ............. .............. ............. ......... *%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... 1% ........ 3% ......... 3% ........ 4% .........4%
67. What is your age?
18 to 34 .................................................................. 25% ...... 23% ....... 23% ...... 22% .......24%
35 to 49 .................................................................. 27% ...... 25% ....... 26% ...... 25% .......25%
50 to 64 .................................................................. 28% ...... 26% ....... 27% ...... 28% .......28%
65 or older .............................................................. 20% ...... 22% ....... 19% ...... 20% .......20%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... *% ........ 4% ......... 4% ........ 5% .........3%
68. What was the last grade or level in school that you completed?
11th grade or less .................................................... 5% ........ 4% ......... 6% ........ 3% .........3%
12th grade/High school diploma/GED .................... 21% ...... 21% ....... 19% ...... 19% .......17%
Attended some college ........................................... 30% ...... 32% ....... 34% ...... 31% .......31%
Four-year degree/ Bachelor’s degree ..................... 24% ...... 19% ....... 19% ...... 22% .......26%
Graduate work/ Advanced degree .......................... 20% ...... 20% ....... 18% ...... 20% .......19%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... 1% ........ 3% ......... 4% ........ 5% .........4%
69. Please choose the one that best describes your marital status.
Married .................................................................. 38% ...... 35% ....... 35% ...... 39% .......35%
In a long-term committed relationship ..................... 11% ...... 11% ......... 9% ...... 11% .........9%
Single ..................................................................... 28% ...... 27% ....... 28% ...... 26% .......33%
Divorced ................................................................. 13% ...... 12% ....... 15% ...... 12% .......11%
Widowed .................................................................. 9% ........ 8% ......... 8% ........ 8% .........7%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... 1% ........ 6% ......... 6% ........ 5% .........6%
70. Please choose the single answer that best describes your work status.
Work full-time ......................................................... 54% ...... 49% ....... 49% ...... 54% .......51%
Work part-time.......................................................... 7% ........ 7% ......... 7% ........ 6% .........7%
Stay-at-home caretaker or homemaker .................... 4% ........ 5% ......... 3% ........ 3% .........5%
Student..................................................................... 2% ........ 2% ......... 2% ......... *% .........1%
Retired ................................................................... 22% ...... 24% ....... 22% ...... 22% .......22%
Unable to work ......................................................... 5% ........ 6% ......... 6% ........ 5% .........5%
Not working, looking for work ................................... 3% ........ 2% ......... 4% ........ 2% .........3%
Other (Please specify.) ............................................. 3% ........ 1% ......... 3% ........ 4% .........3%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... *% ........ 4% ......... 4% ........ 4% .........4%
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71. Do you own or rent your home?
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Own ....................................................................... 68% ...... 61% ....... 60% ...... 66% .......61%
Rent ....................................................................... 31% ...... 33% ....... 35% ...... 28% .......34%
Prefer not to say ....................................................... 1% ........ 7% ......... 5% ........ 5% .........5%
72. How many years have you lived in Dayton?
Lived here all my life...................................................... ...... 36% ....... 38% ...... 37% .......33%
Lived here less than all my life. How many years? ........ ............. .............. ............. .......67%
Less than 10 years ................................................. 23% ...... 23% ....... 23% ...... 20% .......25%
10 to 19 years ........................................................ 16% ...... 11% ....... 12% ...... 13% .......12%
20 to 29 years ........................................................ 12% ........ 8% ......... 7% ........ 8% .........9%
30 or more years .................................................... 49% ...... 20% ....... 19% ...... 21% .......20%
73. What is your race or ethnicity? Please choose any that apply.
White ...................................................................... 54% ...... 52% ....... 49% ...... 51% .......51%
African-American/ Black ......................................... 40% ...... 38% ....... 35% ...... 37% .......36%
Hispanic or Latino .................................................... 2% ........ 2% ......... 5% ........ 5% .........6%
Asian ........................................................................ 2% ........ 3% ......... 1% ........ 2% .........2%
Something else (Please specify.) ............................. 4% ........ 2% ......... 2% ........ 2% .........2%
Not sure/ Prefer not to say........................................ 2% ........ 7% ....... 10% ........ 8% .........8%
74. In what country were you born?
United States.......................................................... 95% ...... 93% ....... 92% ...... 93% .......93%
Another country (Please specify.) ............................. 5% ........ 4% ......... 6% ........ 5% .........4%
Not sure/ Prefer not to say........................................ *% ........ 2% ......... 2% ........ 2% .........2%
75. Which of these categories includes the total Income before taxes for all members of your
household?
Less than $10,000 .................................................... 8% ........ 8% ....... 10% ........ 6% .........8%
$10,000 to $24,999 ................................................ 16% ...... 14% ....... 16% ...... 14% .......15%
$25,000 to $49,999 ................................................ 25% ...... 22% ....... 21% ...... 21% .......22%
$50,000 to $74,999 ................................................ 16% ...... 16% ....... 13% ...... 15% .......13%
$75,000 to $99,999 .................................................. 9% ........ 9% ....... 13% ........ 9% .........9%
$100,000 or more ................................................... 11% ........ 8% ......... 7% ...... 14% .......15%
Not sure/ Prefer not to say...................................... 16% ...... 22% ....... 20% ...... 21% .......18%
Thank you for completing this survey.
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(Not on the questionnaire; coded after the survey is completed):
LUC. Land Use Council Code
2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Greater Downtown ........................................................ ............. .............. ............. .........9%
North Central ................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......29%
Northeast ...................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......21%
Southeast ...................................................................... ............. .............. ............. .......24%
West.............................................................................. ............. .............. ............. .......17%
Downtown ..................................................................... ............. ......... 3% ........ 3%
F.R.O.C. ........................................................................ ............. ....... 12% ...... 12%
Innerwest ...................................................................... ............. ......... 5% ........ 5%
Northeast ...................................................................... ............. ....... 15% ...... 10%
Northwest ...................................................................... ............. ....... 14% ...... 13%
Southeast ...................................................................... ............. ....... 35% ...... 34%
Southwest ..................................................................... ............. ....... 14% ...... 12%
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7. What do you think is the most important problem facing your neighborhood today?
15-30 year olds being killed.
2 households selling drugs
A decreasing sense of community and connectedness to others in neighborhood
A keep of homes
A lot of homes are rental property around me that do not take of their yards
A lot of the houses are falling apart.
Abandoned houses and people breaking in them
abandon homes, no education, no hospitals, and no grocery stores.
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses
Abandon houses and crime
Abandon houses and littering
Abandon houses and neighborhood clean up
Abandon houses and trees
Abandoned and neglected houses and uncollected trash and
Abandoned apartment building and old car Orange street sitting in dangerous spot
Abandoned buildings
Abandoned homes and homes in despair-all nuisance properties
Abandoned homes.
Abandoned houses
abandoned houses
abandoned houses
Abandoned houses (E. Fairview, E. Parkwood); people are beginning to race cars on Main Street and Riverside
(and Third St. near Linden, and ?).
Abandoned houses and drug use
Abandoned houses and grass cut
Abandoned houses and how dirty and unkept Dayton looks
Abandoned houses need to be torn down
Abandoned houses that need to be torn down they looked very badly
Abandoned houses that should be torn down, drugs, bad public school
Abandoned houses, weedy lots, speeding cars, high number of homeless, drugs
Abandoned housing and no place for children’s activities
abandoned housing and trash they attract.
Abandoned housing.
Abandoned properties.
Abandoned property. Overgrown vegetation which leads to animals/ dumping.
Abandoned property/ houses, trash, bad streets/ roads.
Abandoned structures and potholes.
Abandoned structures!!!
Abandoned/ dilapidated houses.
Absent landlord
Aesthetics
Aging infrastructure, more renters versus homeowners, low interest in neighborhood activities
Aging population not able to take care of properties
Air-pollution
all and everything
All the political flags and signs
All the political flags and signs
all the roads
Alley trash not in trash can't comment loud cars, publicly a cars, public safety
Anti-friendly
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Available amenities in my neighborhood, ie, restaurants and recreational facility.
Bacon housing and abandoned vehicles with/and expired to
Bacon unkept home property and businesses. Abandoned and graffiti on property, overgrown lights come straight
dogs
bad irresponsible neighbors
Bad kids drugs
Bad neighbors, Lack of concern for community
Bad policing
Bad roads
Bad roads & violence
Bad roads need fixing not patching
Bad roads, abandoned houses, drug activities
bad roads, trash throughout the city
Bad roads, trash, abandoned housing.
Bad streets, traffic, lack of restaurants or eating places and stores.
Basic needs
Belmont would benefit by more businesses and restaurants
Black kids and crime
Black lives matter
Black on black crime and too many guns and people driving too fast
Blight
Blight
Blight
Blight
Blight from abandoned properties, trash in empty lots and on the street, gunshots are a daily occurrence, crime
and blatant drug dealing and drug use.
Blight, Low paying jobs and racism
Blight, poor rental care, garbage in neighborhood and alleys
Blight; no investment to revitalize all neighborhoods
Boarded homes, bad road repair, not enough parks
Boarded up houses come and run-down homes that are vacant
Bored up burned down houses, dumping, trash on the streets, drugs
Break-ins And vandalism
building an old folks home across from Burrough's Dr.
bus services are unreliable
Business retention
Car break-ins
Car part theft and speeding
Car racing and drugs
Car speed
Car speeding
Car speeding through neighborhood going over 25 miles per hour
Carelessness-there is so much trash on the streets around trash on the streets around my neighborhood
Cars illegally parked in front of driveways/blocking sidewalks/blocking sidewalks. I know that's pretty much these I
know that's pretty minor, but it all happens on my block happens on my block
Cars speeding down my street and not stopping at stop signs.
Cars speeding in residential areas
Cars speeding in the neighborhood and cars running stop signs near schools
Chronic unemployment
City blight, lack of businesses and quality residences
City government efforts to bend over backwards to satisfy the irresponsible satisfied the irresponsible "entitled
ones"
Civil order
Clean up trash.
Confidence and in the future
Consistent forward movement and long term planning
Cost of living downtown
Cost of repairing old houses and repairs left undone cause blight
Covid restrictions and office closures
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Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
crime
Crime
crime
Crime
crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime
Crime And economic development
crime - we are also concerned about the increase of traffic, noise, trash with the new construction of the Hope
Center & Retirement housing in the community
crime & drugs
Crime / Theft
Crime and abandonment apartment buildings
Crime and drug od's
Crime and drugs
Crime and horrible schools
Crime and littering
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Crime and lots of people I know don't report crimes. Report crimes. So city status or crime is not right
Crime and people moving out causing vacancy
Crime and petty theft
Crime and poverty
Crime and run-down houses
Crime and shootings
Crime and street cleaning.
Crime and theft
Crime driven by drugs
Crime people Parking in your Neighborhood to Buy Drugs
Crime prevention
Crime prevention/ drug abuse/ improper police policies.
Crime specifically porch pirates
Crime, abandoned houses and buildings and loud neighbors
Crime, blatant disrespect for the law
Crime, filth, urban decay
Crime, food ***** , police reform, community outreach
Crime, home / yard maintenance, litter
Crime, lack of motivation 2 lack of motivation to get people back to work, lack of police support from public
Crime, no place to shop and the clutter
Crime, no police, traffic control
Crime, poor schools
Crime, sex offenders and noise
Crime, shots fired, mowing grass, repave streets, and abandon houses
Crime, unruly teenagers, drug addicts everywhere, trash all over
Crime.
Crime.
Crime.
Crime.
Crime/safety/alley maintenance
Crime: burglary and B&E, probably for cash for drugs
Crimes and break ins committed by citizens
crumbling infrastructure, stupid enforcement rules
Crying, Having only one trash can available causes a will causes a lot of access trash, dogs
Culture - "owning" the neighborhood as one's own with the desire to build up the whole community
Dangerous property
Dayton looks so dirty
Deadbeat properties
Dealing with drug addicts and high bills
Decay
Decay & drugs
Decay, homelessness, apathy
Decrease in property value
Degradation of street and the park on my street
Describe too many abandoned houses and buildings
Destruction of property/littering by passer-byers daily; panhandlers at corners
Deteriorating
Deteriorating properties
Deterioration of homes, overgrown bushes and weeds, poor street conditions, speeding, loud music loud music
Deterioration of neighborhoods and crime
Deterioration schools failing, no close grocery store
Dilapidated houses and food dessert
Dilapidated houses
Dirty streets along with potholes on many streets
Dirty streets, Blight, and vacant houses
Distressed properties and opportunistic crime
Dogs not on Lease, too many dogs in a house,
Dogs running around and the young couple that move in and sell drugs
Dope
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Drag Racing combat streets-running stop signs
Drivers who drive way too fast and avoid the speed limit.
Drug
Drug abuse and overdoses
Drug abuse and overdoses
Drug abuse and overdoses
Drug addiction & theft
Drug addicts, dope houses & thieves
Drug dealer next door for years and nothing is done.
Drug dealers and too many abandoned houses
Drug deals at Mallory Park in the parking lot
Drug houses and renters not keeping property nice and too many cars on street it's in too many cars or in streets
by household
Drug problem, homeless people living in condemned places
Drug traffic, potholes. Unable to get through to police department. Too many cars in the street.
Drug Trafficking
Drug use
Drug use & sales
Drug use, possibly sales, homelessness, Couch surfing, disregard for noise and respect for others
drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs
drugs
Drugs
Drugs
Drugs & Fighting
Drugs & gangs
Drugs & housing
Drugs & shootings
Drugs & traffic
Drugs / abandon cars
Drugs and crime
Drugs and crime
Drugs and crime
Drugs and crime
Drugs and crime
Drugs and crime
Drugs and crime; a lot of alcoholics & drug addicts
Drugs and death
Drugs and homeless
Drugs and homeless drug addicts
Drugs and loud music from cars driving through my neighborhood
Drugs and neighbors, trash, looks like karma looks like little Kentucky you have people living in campers in
Baghdad people living in campers in backyards
Drugs and people not caring about their property
Drugs and prostitution
Drugs and racing down the road, people not keeping property up
Drugs and street and alley repairs, theft, gangs
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Drugs and theft
drugs and vacant housing
Drugs and violence
Drugs and violence
Drugs deals, gunshots, loud nasty music, parties, fights, foul language, and generally no consideration for other
neighbors, and a sense of entitlement to just act however you want and be as disruptive as you want without any
ability to gently confront or engage.
Drugs guns and crime
Drugs poor streets and lack of law enforcement time and/or ability to remedy issues when present
Drugs seem to be an issue with the amount of cars coming in and out at a neighbors
Drugs users and sellers
Drugs, 4 wheelers and gun shots
Drugs, auto thefts, litterbugs
Drugs, crime, unemployment
Drugs, drug dealers no police patrol
Drugs, guns and violence
Drugs, noise after hours
Drugs, rude nasty and disrespectful people, people throwing trash out car windows
Drugs, run down empty houses that are burnt down, trash and streets and alleys, paid almost 38000 for my house
and is only worth 17 now
Drugs, rundown houses, trash
Drugs, shootings and prostitution
Drugs, speeding cars, noise, pollution,
Drugs, theft and empty houses
Drugs, vacant houses, burned out houses, people dumping trash in alleys
Drugs. Guns.
Drugs. Noise. Littering. Empty homes. Unkept alleys, not happy at all.
Drugs. The apartment on Merryfield Crest
Drugs/Meth blight squatters, derelict homes
drugs/prostitution
Drugs-illegal-boarded up houses-safety--loose pit bulls-crime
Dumping trash on the street, and crime.
Dumpsters with missing lids are not replaced or repaired as requested. Trashy Alleys
economic empowerment
Economic inequity and blight
Economy
Education level, economic disparities, and drug use.
Education/vision of residents
Emptied houses and bacon unkept lots
Empty and abandoned houses
Empty and abandoned houses
Empty homes
Empty homes
Empty homes
Empty homes - trashy alleys and yards - people selling drugs in the street - cars driving wrong way
Empty Houses
Empty House's
Empty houses, rentals, no street trees
Empty Housing
Empty lots and houses that need torn down, been trying to buy the empty lot attached to my house forever. No
one wants to tell me how, can somebody please call me 937-520-4047
Empty, falling down houses and high-speed cars
Environment
Equity! There is severe disparity in the availability of consumer services/retail in Dayton and it's shameful
Everyone needs to start getting along better
Everything from property ownership to jobs on the West side everything is on the Far East and South and no jobs
in Dayton at all
Everything going the wrong way
Failing school system
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Failing school system
Failure to follow up on property manager of Section 8 and HUD homes are put strict monitor of the what's
happening at these properties as well notification of the released prisoners from jail to these properties, amount of
parking spaces these same violators will need, Cars being worked on daily, and I have made numerous
complaints about specific properties
Failure to turn signals on running red lights and stop sign
Fair housing and togetherness
Family interaction
Family interaction
Vandalism and car breakings
Fast driving on the streets
Fast loud cars
Feral cats fed by neighbors - they are destructive! This is a serious problem that needs to be addressed
finding use for empty buildings
Firearms going off, speeding on streets and all the empty houses
Food accessibility
Food store
Food, schools, and the roads
For me personally, being isolated not knowing neighbors or able to get help if needed
Foreclosed abandoned homes
Garage robberies
Garbage cans that are left at the curb all week and the yards being unkept
Garbage in alleys and weed
general infrastructure upkeep
General neighborhood decay
Gentrification over population, people living off state funds, crime
Getting landlords to do upkeep on property
Good school (public) to send my future kids too.
Grass needs to be cut, vacant houses, street lighting
Grocery stores
Gun crime
Gun violence
Gun violence
Guns
Guns in the hands of thugs
Guns, speeding cars and litter
Happy with neighborhood
High crime, folks stealing things all the time. I've had 3 thefts and a car break in.
High level of cars on road
High level on cars on road
high noise
High speed chasing and abandoned houses
High speed driving on residential zones
High speed traffic up-and-down water lift Avenue-need traffic police
High taxation
High traffic crime
Home security, crime.
Homeless bakers
Homeless people
Homeless people and drugs
Homelessness
Homelessness, drugs, Dayton police do not care they are very cold and callous
Homeowners are selling to landlords and the properties become rentals. No pride in homeownership that way.
Homeowners or renters who don’t keep their property clean and neat which hurts the desirability of the area.
Homeowners taking good care of their homes to keep neighborhood property value
Homes that are vacant or in serious dis-repair - or even falling down
hood rats
Horrendous neighbors-noise, illegal vehicle repairs in the street, junk in their yards
Horrible sidewalks
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Hot holes, lack of clothes entertainment and need a new beauty school
Hot Rodders running up and down the streets
Housing
Houses that need to be demolished
Houses Empty + Unkept
houses not being taken care of - people parking in front yards
Housing
Housing care violations
Housing enforcement
Housing infractions, lazy, trashy residents, loud cars & loud car stereos, loud people, loud porch parties, liter,
obvious drug houses, high smell of marijuana- do it inside your residence- we don't want to smell it!!!! No
neighborhood participation.
Housing restoration and new businesses
Housing, the streets and school system
Housing, trash and drugs
Housing/code enforcement
Housing-community outlets for our children, gun violence, vacant housing and cleaning up the city
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I61PnSvZNLfQohEiwpoN10tTJ3PNtcow/view?usp=sharing
I can’t park in front of my house
I do not feel safe
I don't know
I really can't think of anything. I love my neighborhood
I think regular upkeep and maintenance is the most important ongoing problems solution
I would greatly appreciate the improvements to our local road
illegal dumping vacant homes slum lord vacant land trash uncut trees alley trash dumping uncut trees
Illegal immigrants / city hall
I'm necessary shut down for covid
I'm, police profiling, administrative office theft
Improve schools
Income Inequality
Inconsiderate people with loud cars and motorcycles
increase of speeding and traffic
Increases in criminal activity in a residential neighborhood. Minor theft, graffiti in parks, etc.
Inequity. Our neighborhood is nearly all white people
Infrastructure
Infrastructure, vacant buildings and houses and houses, policing practices
Insufficient street paving and not enforcement of speeding on residential streets, derelict homes.
Is bad road and pour upkeep from city
Is Blake, prostitution, drugs
Is crime and poverty
Is crime, safety and empty buildings
Is death in young people and high crime rates
Is Evan recycling an apartment complex
Is everyone needs to start getting along better
Is extremely poor condition of roadways
Is gap between rich and poor
Is getting the arcade back
Is heroin and obewitch
Is lack of parental involvement
Is maintaining quality and stability of neighborhood
Is need more urban redevelopment
Is neighborhood meeting to talk about what's going on
Is not maintaining the streets, overgrown bushes
Is people graffiti on buildings, houses, alley my house is, alleyways full of trash houses that need to come houses
that need to come down that are ready to fall down
Is people who don't maintain their property 12
Is poor property maintenance and trash strewn about
Is speeders and wrong way drivers or cyclists
Is teenage crime/no structure
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Is too many people moving out
Is trashy curbs, sidewalks and alleys
Isolation from the rest of the Dayton community
Issues with the homeless, transience, addicts in my neighborhood
It changed the problems in Dayton moved here 45420 zip I'm on edge somewhat fear
It is always neglected. We get updates last, if ever
It looks terrible, grass is never cut, abandoned houses everywhere, ball diamonds not maintained
It needs for the city to clean up this neighborhood and paint the road
Jobs and inner city
Jobs and killings
Junk piled in yards come a car on trailer for months not moved
Keep it clean and safe
Keeping our property up in grass cut
Keeping property and streets up
keeping streets, sidewalks, etc. cleaned up
Keeping trash and local parks cleaned up, lots of dumping in this area
Kids in the neighborhood are troubled
Killing
killing and crime
Killing.
Killings - make north Gettysburg look like Kettering area.. nice place to go
Killings and drugs
L hospital and the liquor store is taking open
Lack of a keep on empty housing
Lack of activities for older generation to do
lack of affordable housing to purchase
lack of amenities. No decent place to shop, dry cleaners, retail, grocery stores etc.
Lack of basic resources like healthy food options and access to health services. Poor trash and street
maintenance resulting in large amounts of trash and debris littering most areas.
Lack of bus service, nearby jobs, places to for activities
Lack of business, food resources
Lack of caring and bright as well as theft
Lack of code enforcement
Lack of community events and things to get people and things to get people outside although out on although out
on 5th is a great new one
Lack of economic opportunities and businesses in our neighborhood areas
lack of full-service grocery stores, lack of retail stores, crime, lack of affordable housing, top rated schools
Lack of good public transit.
lack of grocery store in walking distance
Lack of growth and investment.
Lack of housing enforcement
Lack of housing inspection enforcement
Lack of income to keep up property, and lack of care
Lack of initiative and incentives from city and comparison to East Side historic neighborhoods
Lack of investment
Lack of job prospects for young and diverse talent.
Lack of leadership and the lack of street maintenance
Lack of maintenances on most homes
Lack of parks and green space
Lack of police presence
lack of police presence, lack of presence of code enforcement and zero recreation opportunities provided by the
city.
Lack of police presents, people parking on or over curb, loud music that vibrates my home
Lack of police visibility
Lack of private investment - tax structure & public schools are all impediment
Lack of quality and break street lighting at night
Lack of respect for ownership to their property and neighbor's property
Lack of respect for the police
Lack of successful social programs helping the poor
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Landfills
Landlord responsibility-apartments, housing empty lots, retail business, restaurants, green space for gardens
Landlords doing what they are supposed to do for a living conditions with the grants the government gives them for
subsidized housing
landlords who don't take care of their properties and rent them to drug users
Lawlessness
Litter, not enough recycling sites enough recycling sites come irregular roadways with huge pot holes and uneven
roads
Litter, speeding cars with tinted windows selling drugs to folks waiting on the block
Level of Crime, too many rentals not being cared for/no maintenance
Litter
Litter/ trash in river
Littering
Littering abandon housing
Littering and speeding
Littering is off the hook and it's hard to keep up when it's only a couple of us trying to maintain
Littering!! This this problem has gotten worse in recent years as there is no public trash gains at bus stops
Living
Living in Dayton, being in Fairborn schools, just confusing city boundaries
Loitering, drug use
Loss of grocery stores, lack of activities for our children, lack of attention to our area
Lots of litter
Lots of need ed clean up, stop person don't trash on these lots, rage house cut down, tree cut down on the lots
Loud music
Loud music - trashy front yards
Low home values
Maintaining the beautiful neighborhood
Making property owners more responsible for caring for properties and cleaning up George houses
Many neighborhoods being ignored with respect to updating
Meth addiction
Meth users, abandoned homes, untreated public grounds
More and more rental properties that are not properly cared for -- i.e., lawns cut, weeds allowed to grow, trash
piling up, etc
More places for young children and teens with adults community planning, security and fun. Get them off the
Internet so better social skills are taught.
Murder rates!
My friend told me not to fill out this form the police never forget
My street is full of giant potholes. It's damaging to vehicles. We have requested it be fixed many times and nobody
ever even comes out to survey.
N/A
n/a
n/a
NA
need cleaning up abandoned houses, some roads are messed up
Need more buildup of stores, everything seems to be south
Need more grocery stores
Need more security especially for seniors
Need strong community leaders and more activities for the youth
Need to fix up these old houses up. Fix these neighborhoods up
Need to keep it more clean
Neglected properties, illegal dumping, litter, poorly maintained alleys.
Neighborhood watch
Neighborhood watch, groundhogs, torn houses etc. Security
Neighbors don’t understand trash collection guidelines
Neighbors who don’t clean or nor mow - landowners who let properties go downhill
Nepotism within agencies. Requiring too much just to get a job. No help with housing or lot
New neighbors not keeping their area kept up
New people and drugs coming in
Newspaper delivery
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No accessible grocery store and shopping stores, raggedy parks, horrible potholes that damage your car.
No affordable housing of quality to turn current renters into homeowners to stay in our neighborhood.
No assistance for upkeep of property
No businesses
No enforceable actions on laws like cars parked on sidewalks/yards.
No grocery store
No grocery stores
No grocery stores
No grocery stores
No grocery stores within 5 miles
no grocery stores, no medical, no nothing
No help
No hospital, poor infrastructure, unwanted sidewalk (2022)
No hospitals or grocery stores
No investment
No pantry
No pavement on streets and abandoned houses
No pride in property and respect for neighbors
No recycle
No retail; to much street noise
No stores, too many abandoned houses, the streets all over are very bad
Nowhere for our youth to go, no activity or programs for them, so they could have something to do to stay out of
trouble, they need to learn new skills to be better youths
Noise and gun fire
Noise and house upkeep
Noise from motorcycles and cars with loud mufflers
Noise from motorcycles and illegal exhausts on cars
Noise from the bar across the street
Noise of cars racing at night
Noisy vehicles
None. It is stable
Not a desirable neighborhood as compared to others, meaning tough to compete with newer neighborhoods
Not enough being done to neighborhood East of downtown
Not enough home ownership among occupants
Not enough low rent places to live
not enough police officers present on the westside. The speeding on Gettysburg is out of hand.
Not Enough small businesses
Not kept in clean condition
Not safe
not sure its ok for me
Not taking care of properties
Nothing
Nothing entertaining to do
Nothing for children to do. Need rec centers geared towards them
Nothing is coming to mind as of this moment
Nutrition, individual health, crime, property upkeep
Occasional incidents of property theft
Occasional theft/burglary, same violence not super common in my direct neighborhood
Old abandoned dilapidated houses
old buildings abandoned, empty lots not kept cut
old houses not torn down, The clutter and litter threw down by those living in my area. No concept of prideful living
neighbors. Seems as though a new breed! City clean up and down the street and grass cutting
Old trees that are tall and weak hanging over our power lines. They need to be cut back.
Opiate addiction
Opioid addiction
Oppressive police
Organized crime
Our city government continues to neglect our community.
Our neighborhood is fine. However, the area getting to our area isn't great
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Our neighborhood needs better park maintenance at Deweese
Outdated highway infrastructure damaging historic district-storic district-too many cars
Outsiders driving through.
Outsiders wandering through private property
Overall condition of homes and surrounding buildings is poor
overall lack of cleanliness and crime
Overall, my neighborhood is decent. The abandoned properties that attract squatters and homeless people.
However in the 3 years I've lived here 40% of houses have been bought and fixed
Overcrowding
Overgrown backyards, vacant houses, drug transactions, gunshots.
Overgrown trees, bushes, potholes leaving/entering the alley; individuals dumping trash illegally, MA abandoned
houses which Harbor rodents ground hogs and raccoons
Over-taxation, city taxes, water services, street light assessments are ridiculous
pandemic
Parking on street to comment landlord not being reasonable for rent
Patterson road needs repaved
People
People
People are not too friendly.
People don't care about anything
People don't care about their homes/run down, crime
People don't rake their leaves camera put grass out in the sewer, Burn flame fires in their driveway
People flying up and down the streets way to fast. Can they put a speed bump in to help slow people down.
People moving out and the people moving in don't take care of the property make the neighborhood look bad
People not caring for their properties anymore
People not caring or taking care of their property - mainly renters and vacant houses
People not taking care of their homes. Vacant and trashy homes
People not taking care of their property
People not taking care of their property. City does not do anything about it com up renters in houses that trash
them
People overtaking empty properties/ houses/ [illegible] dogs esp. pit bulls.
people running red lights, speeding cars, bad roads
People stealing and destroying property in my yard
People throwing trash out their window, other people’s kids destroying your yard and loud disrupting neighbors
People trashing the neighborhood
Petty Theft from houses
Petty crime
Petty crime
Petty crime
Petty crime
Petty crime/littering from cars and pedestrians
Petty theft, yard stuff, plants, and porch furniture
Picking up trash.
Police brutality
Police reform or school support
Policing
Policing property, litter control
Poor care and a peep of homes and property
Poor communication in city hall, neighborhood association and police department
Poor police response
Poor schools
Poor street maintenance, lack of property maintenance, too may renters
Porch thefts and crime in New*** Park
Pothole in streets
Pothole in streets
Pothole in streets
Potholes & trash.
potholes and trash, overgrown trees
Poverty
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Poverty
Poverty
Poverty
Poverty
Poverty & drugs
Poverty, needs better public transportation more mixed economical household safety
Poverty/addiction/lack of investment in local businesses, no cleaning or rebuilding after tornado
prices of stores or service
prices of stores or services
Property neglect
Property vacancies.
property values
Prostitution and drugs
Public safety
Public school performance
Public schools
public services - grass, trees in public area, trash
Quality of life issues- illegal fireworks, trash in yards and streets, speeding, loud music, gunfire, prostitution, illegal
drugs and crazy driving.
Racial and Socioeconomic Segregation
racial and wealth segregation
Racism
Racism
racism
Racism
racism
Recovery from tornado
recreational center, parks, grocery stores
Rehab the vacant empty hoses
Reinvestment
Reinvestment in Westwood
Rejuvenate downtown
Rent is going up more than wages
Rental homes, out of state landlords And run down properties
Rental properties
Rental properties
Rental properties not maintained
Rentals 100%
Rentals and low-income housing
Rentals cause frequent turn over and less than acceptable property care
Rentals that bring in irresponsible people. Bad neighbors we don't need.. Old unkept homes that rent at homes
that rent cheap need to be shut down
Renters that don't care about the property they live in.
Renters
Renters
Renters not cutting grass
Renters occupying single family homes not taking care of lawns & trash in alleys
Retail shopping and grocery stores
Right now, I want an abandoned car -- gone -- in front of my home!! (Neighbor's trees/leaves coming on my
property; need cutting!)
Rise in youth violence and drug overdoses
Rising property taxes
Road and Street repair
Road conditions - need to be repaved and repaired
Road conditions and potholes everywhere
Road conditions/need for repair
Road repair
Road streets are bad, trees and abandoned property needs to be cut down or trimmed
Roads
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Roads
Roads and housing no retail or entertainment
Roads are bad
Roadside trash
Run down and empty housing needed to be torn down
Run down areas and empty houses and businesses calm a speeding on Main Street/riverside
Run down buildings
Run down empty houses
Run down empty houses
Run down houses, high grass, neighbors don't respect their property
Run down houses, trash, bad streets,
Run down properties
Run down properties
Rundown housing that needs to be torn down. Not holding homeowners accountable for keeping up their property.
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
safety
Safety
Safety & security
Safety on the street, speeding, violence
Safety, homelessness, vacant buildings in downtown
School System
Schools terrible
Security, Potholes, Trash Dumping, Affordable Housing
Security
Security, Potholes, Trash Dumping, Affordable Housing
Shootings
Shootings
Shootings
Shootings.
Sidewalk is not being fixed around resident park
Sidewalk snow and ice removal. Business mix
Slavery
Slum landlords
Slum lords, vacant houses, getting houses, dumping trash in alleys
Small instabilities like fireworks loud cars revving and speeding
So far, I have no complaints about my neighborhood. We have a neighborhood watch and everybody looks out for
one another.
So many properties need major maintenance
some vacant houses with deteriorating exteriors and un-mowed lawns
Speed, loud noise and littering
Speeding
Speeding and cops who don't care and a mayor who doesn't care
Speeding and loud noise
Speeding cars
Speeding cars
Speeding cars
Speeding cars & potholes
Speeding cars and other unauthorized vehicles and vacant homes which can be rehabilitated in soul to 1st home
buyers
Speeding cars, Running stop signs, up keep upkeep of some homes made improvements
Speeding cars, pit bull running loose, high grass needs cut
speeding down my street
speeding down our street
Speeding motorists and motorcycles
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Speeding on Philadelphia daily
Speeding, bad drivers, shootings and unsafe drivers, lack of law enforcement and drug dealers, trash and
prostitution etc.
Speeding, noise, violence, neighbors cutting their grass
Speeding, people running red lights, going 80 in a 35, driving around you on the wrong side of the road
Stable housing and economic development
Staying a safe family oriented neighborhood, it neighborhood. Mix of owned and rental property of owned and
rental properties and a few landlords do not a few landlords do not screen well but not enough to call police but up
to call police but problems some behavioral activity some behavioral activities
Stealing, drugs, prostitution
Still new to neighborhood; infrastructure is my greatest concern (streets, sewers, sidewalks, lights, power, gas,
water, internet, etc)
Street clearance
Street conditions are terrible
Street maintenance
Street maintenance
Street maintenance
Street maintenance, cutting trees and weeds, police patrol, dogs unleashed and threatening, loud noise music,
trash and furniture on curbs
Street maintenance, empty homes, homeless
Street repair and paving, then vacant homes.
street repair work
street roads and garbage pickup and police patrolling
Street, sewer, and sidewalk infrastructure.
Street's
Streets are in very poor condition
Streets bad
Streets bad
Streets bad
Streets need paving
Supermarket
Take always top to bottom
Tenant abused and landlord neglect on rental properties
that they don't all get the same benefits from the city
The banks have closed. Not easy for some of us to go further
The best mayor in history
The children
The city gives you problems about other properties is properties like trees landing in your yard
The city inability to maintain neighborhoods where there is a majority of black residents
The complex I live in needs to be condemned it is so nasty here we have it is so nasty here we have to call the
health department but they don't care
The conditions of some of the houses being vacant and ground
The covid 19 pandemic and the not knowing what is going to happen in knowing what is going to happen in the
future
The high number of speeding cars on our streets there have been several crashes
The homeless and all the cats
The horrible condition of the vacant properties plus the speeders on West Fairview Avenue including school
busses
The housing situation, not enough moderately priced housing for seniors, housing that is all on one floor, is a
problem for seniors.
The killing of unborn children and the general disrespect for the human race
The lack of places to shop/ attractions. I'm tired of family dollars and dollar generals. People not be keeping their
property up and no penalty. My street having idiots race up and down it all day.
The law enforcement and all the abandoned houses causing crime
The loss of Good Samaritan hospitality and Salem Avenue blight
The minimum wage needs to be raised.
the most is the need for speed and trashiness
The neighborhoods immediately outside of downtown need more attention and investment from the city.
The paramedics - the girls are very very rude
The police
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The police and their interactions with black African males
the quality of roads and streetlights
The quality of the roads.
The red-light cameras and critters running loose
The roads and reckless drivers
The safety and the schools
The speed people are driving and shootings
The speeding cars and drug houses/traffic
The street roads, bushes and trash
The streets in disrepair, houses are vacant, and property is not being kept up. Crime and drugs and people who
don't care about their neighborhoods.
the streets potholes lots of damage
Theft
Theft
Theft
Theft
Theft
Theft
Theft and cars speeding down the street
Theft and Vandalism
Theft, drugs, homelessness
Theft, property damage, trespassing, meth-heads and junkies
Theft, random people walking through, gunshot
Theft, vandalism, Lack of care for roads/public park
Thefts
Thefts
There is a lack of property maintenance.
There is no shopping, e.g., Target, Kohls, Kroger, etc
Thieves. Drugs. And not stopping at the stop sign in front of my house.
Things are great in my neighborhood
This neighborhood once was a well-kept street. Today some people do not take care of their property
Too many boarded-up houses that need to be torn down
Too many cars
Too many cars & people working on them
Too many guns
Too many rental properties. Would rather have owner occupied.
Too many homes own by landowners and being rented
Too many rentals, They are not concerned about upkeep of the homes any outdoors.
Too many rentals, very few owner-occupied houses.
Too many rundown buildings with potential.
Too many weeds. Dirt alleys with holes full of water.
Traffic
Traffic & speed
traffic and parking
Trap houses
Trash
Trash
Trash
Trash
trash & Violence
Trash and bad roads
Trash and debris in alley and vacant properties - vacant houses and abandon homes & apartments
Trash and litter
Trash collection, and Orange streets, racing on Gettysburg
Trash dumping
Trash everywhere
trash in alleys, gang problems, crime, drugs buys from people outside of the city
Trash in alleys, vacant houses-eyesores, drugs
Trash in the street.
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Trash in the streets, roads, and alleys
trash litter coming from cars driving by and crime
Trash on sidewalks, homelessness, speeding, vehicle vandalism
Trash pick-up weekly, neighbors not taking care of their homes, group homes etc...
Trash pickup frequency and quality (seems like trash trucks just don't care what mess they make.)
Trash thrown out of car windows
Trash, abandoned houses, street repair
Trash, city services.
Trash/litter everywhere
Trash/litter in alley
Trashy
Trashy alleys and not enough homeowners
Trashy houses and crime.
Trashy neighborhood
Trees & parking
Trust in the police force and alternate solutions when they do not have the bandwidth or the most appropriate set
of skills for an incident. I believe this would enable better responses to crime, housing blight, neighbor relations,
etc
Uncaring renters, road/alley maintenance, neighbors yard maintenance/cleanliness.
Unemployment
Unfixed roads-hot holes
Unity
University of Dayton students intruding on neighborhood, partying, parking, destruction of rentals because UD
buying land and building structures not appropriate for a family neighborhood. UD does this with no input from
residents who own homes. UD Police don't help residents and the Dayton Police don't show up here at all
Unkept properties
Unkept rental properties
Unoccupied houses.
unpaid property taxes - poor compliance with housing inspection rules
Unsafe intersections within neighborhood, need all the way stopped signs at all intersections
unsupervised traffic on Gettysburg, empty parking lots, gas stations etc...
Upkeep
Upkeep of property
Upkeep of property.
upkeep of street, trash removal, vacant houses that need torn down, overgrown grass, trees hanging in street
blocking views of traffic, stop signs etc...
Upkeep up surrounding area
Upkeep/maintenance of individual properties, Sidewalks, streets and parks, Delayed/por snow removal and and
treatment of streets in Winter
upkept of residential properties
Urban Blight
Urban blight - abandoned houses, crumbling roads, lack of off-street parking
Urban deterioration
Use of alcohol and drugs
Vacant Bldgs. Roaming Kids Vacant buildings
Vacant buildings ****, garbage in vacant lots, sex acts behind tall bushes
Vacant homes
vacant homes
Vacant homes and low-income rental properties
Vacant homes that are run down and neglected
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant Houses
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Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses
Vacant houses and lack of police in our area
Vacant houses and apartments - lots of lots left unmowed - trash
vacant houses and property that is not properly kept up. Uncut grass is a haven for rodents
Vacant houses and streets need paving
Vacant houses decaying
Vacant houses need to be torn down and dumping.
Vacant houses, absent landlords, trash at vacant property
vacant houses, rolling drug deals, foot traffic, speeding, and lack of policing
Vacant houses, taking to long to tear down.
Vacant houses, tall grass, trash
Vacant houses, weeds, tall grass
Vacant houses, weeds, tall grass
Vacant houses.
Vacant houses/trash
Vacant Housing
Vacant properties and drugs.
Vacant property and renters not maintaining the property, order grown lawns cars park in the front yards
vacant, dilapidated houses that need to be torn down
Vacant, neglected properties next to my house
vandalization
Vandalism & theft
Vehicles parked on the street without tags
Very busy street.
Violence
Violence
Violence
Violence and not getting as much money needed it seems to maintain or upgrade my neighborhood
Violence empty homes and trashy neighborhood
Violence, very little business developments in the area and too many boarded homes and unkept lots
Violence, rundown buildings, sex offenders, domestic violence
Violence/ police response.
Waste management... We need a clear up Dayton month...its that messy in Dayton
We have too many vacant houses and too much dumping area in the neighborhood
We lost Good Sam Hospital, investments like this one are essential to our community
We need a grocery store for the downtown area that is open 7 days a week and on evenings
We need more patrols from the police. I used to see them out and about, but I rarely see a police car these days.
We need new businesses in housing
We need to bring our government systems into the 21st century. This includes our political systems, public safety,
community participation, etc. Our existing systems are plagued with systemic issues that predate all of us. We
want our leaders who lead in pushing for real, systemic change.
We pay a very high tax amount relative to the investment I see into the neighborhood and surrounding area.
(Beggars, crime, etc.)
When people litter instead of throwing their trash away and people letter every day
Wild animals
Would like to see more, not less police presence, hire some officers entreat them better, upgrades to streets and
lighting
yard upkeep
Yes
Young folks on young folks crime against each other
Young people have no respect
Young people moving in littering and Drag Racing in the streets
Young people no respect, residents out of control
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Young people with no direction or ambition; they are reckless.
Youth drugs and prostitutes there is slow response time when police are called due to the lack of patrolling
neighborhood regularly
Youth Killing Youth
Youth violence
24. Has your household’s economic well-being been directly affected by the pandemic, either through job
loss or reduced income? Response of “some other impact”
Both
business loss
Change jobs often
city of Dayton retiree
costs keep going up on everything
Daughter momentarily lost job
Disabled
Disabled
Doctor bills, food high
Eliminated job
Feeling isolated
Food
Food pricing
Furloughed for a time frame
Got a new job
Government overreach
had o sell rental due to $$ loss
Hard to find a good paying job
Hard to find things in stores
Haven't gotten stimulus yet
Hud and Section 8 allowing released to continue to move onto the properties through others name on whatever
practices are being followed
I quit but lost hours
Income reduced 50%
Income reduced, husband died in 2020
Income same/ cost of everything went up
Increase of household goods
Independent contractor
Insurance
Is grand kid lost jobs
Is happy to say that unemployment helped
Is increase in food cost
Is lost hours from part time job
It varies
It varies
Job loss but not main source
Laid off 2 months
Laid off temporarily
Laid off temporarily and losing 1/2 incomes for a short period of time
Late fees and reconnect fees
Limited income
Loss of life
Loss of retirement
lost wages ~$10,000
Medical
Medically
Mental with closures
Money stolen down the street
Mother became ill and now I am her full-time caregiver
Need to replace roof
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New apartment owners reduced my pay one year ago-not from covid
No benefits
No work
No work for disabled people and no pay for them
Not enough hours and a pay decrease
Not getting paid rent
One working and 1 not working
Organized crime
Position deleted
Price increases
Prices of things are sky high.
Received an employment while off
Reduced hours
Renters did not pay rent
Retired
Retired because of the virus
Retired early
Retired, but pays too much for medical
Rising expenses
Senior Caring
Sickness
slowed our business down
Ssdi
Started business
Stimulus and food stamps help a great deal
Stress due to propaganda
stress over all COVID-19 problems
The death of a family member
Transportation
Useless masks
Very [illegible] I still worked.
We own a small business that was impacted
We were furloughed for 15 weeks.
went from 3 jobs to one job
wife was furloughed
Work from home
Work injury
29. If (experienced discrimination), please describe what you have experienced.
A contractor refused to give me an estimate because of the area I live. He stated that he does not work on the
west side of Dayton
A white guy hit me with a motorcycle while I was driving in front of him. He was very rude, used bad language and
offended me
After reporting issues in neighborhood, it took over 6 months for action.
age discrimination is an issue for jobs in greater Dayton area
anti-Semitism is still out there
As a peach skinned woman, I have faced discrimination and have been treated unfairly by darker skinned people.
A girl at Family Dollar told me she "would kill me"
As a white person, I am treated disrespectful by some in the black community at stores. A lot of times I will do my
shopping in the suburbs
At a furniture store!
At the Arab gas station, I felt like they didn’t want me there, they snatched the money from me and were speaking
their language and laughing so now i don’t go there
At where do they have double standards rules but for black-and-white people
Because i am white so now i am considered racist. I look at people's heart.
Because of some homeowners, property managers keep selling the properties so I have to move, this has been
the last 3 years of my life
Being black in America...it's just a day in my life
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Being ignored at shops or treated rudely
Being white
Black ghetto music, and disrespect from young black males-excessive noise comes with verbal insults and
aggressive driving
Black lives matter, It's overrated in Dayton comet they are praised, but they are causing more problems and stress
but I'm sure you or whoever put this survey together know that race is always a problem that's why you asking
these questions
Call the police to report a break-in but it was not the owner so no report was made
City blame it on gas pipe and water line project
completely ignored while shopping in downtown district. New GM market prices very high
Conducted a bid opening with an architect and engineer I had not met before. This individual refused to speak to
me or acknowledge my presence even though I introduced myself and spoke directly to him several times.
Constantly discriminated due to sexual orientation
Covert racism, Systematic racism it can be an often time convert, but over racism still exist
Daughter treated unfairly at her job.
Dayton police are very racist and they don't listen to anything you say
Dayton police pulled my hair out and choke slammed me to the ground for no reason.
Deceived by contractor karma given unprofessional service and no concern when work was finished
Denied lawn maintenance because of the area I live in or no services because of zip code
Discrimination against white person can become a all my fault because black suffer
Every day of my life: I never learned about myself or people of my color except slavery in the school, I've attended
prominently white schools and the difference is staggering compared to City schools City schools are at least 3
years behind predominantly white schools example in the 10th I have I got the same books I had in seventh grade
at the predominantly white school and the list goes on I can write a book on the injustices and prejudices I've
experienced in the city and outside the city
Filed a police report because of neighbor. Prosecutor suggested mediation which I did, and it did not work. Called
prosecutor to let them know and they would not call me back
Follow you around the stores, keep asking if we need help
followed around store like a thief
getting renovation loans
Got called names and shortly thereafter my car got damaged by getting backed into and/or sideswiped
Had the police called on us while we were waiting on assistance for car trouble
Hate crimes
Homes torn down and left for years! Where are housing inspections???!???
Husband was questioned by a resident about why he was sitting in his work truck in "her" neighborhood
I attempted to purchase a product at a local store and was treated rudely. Clerk’s actions seemed racist
I called the police after my car was damaged and the 2 officers laughed at me when they arrived and didn't make
any calls on the person responsible
I filled out a paper application for a new apartment for them to put me on a list
I had several contacts with DPD for good and bad occasions. I feel blessed that I can say all of them work but I
can say all of them were completely respectful to satisfactory ends
I have experienced discrimination by living in an unhealthy environment such as Dayton.
I was called out of my name for not providing a man with change.
I was called out of my name/the N word by someone of another race and told day of another race and told that he
wishes we were still in slavery
I was in line at Walmart waiting my turn, a couple walked in front of me and went next. When i told the cashier i
was next i was ignored, i dropped my items on the floor and left.
I was stuffed by the police because I went through a yellow light
I was told to "get out of here" by a resident on the street across from mine. In mostly black neighborhoods if you
are white + look like you’re driving slow, you’re buying drugs. At the McDonalds at Edwin C my boyfriend got upset
about them being out of something + one of the employees told us to get over it + "go somewhere else to buy your
drugs." We said we live over here she said, "NO YOU DON'T."
I worked at the VA medical center for 21 years and I have pulmonary illness, have a doctor statement saying I
could not work on at work on covid floor and when I refused because I would off why was offered they fired me on
bogus claims
I would welcome my neighbor who is a good neighbor
If you are black or brown in skin color, you are called all kinds of nasty names by left-wing nut jobs like current
mayor and commissioners
I'm a burn victim and needs a special mask
I'm obese said the discrimination is probably worse
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In the workplace. I believe co-workers fear people with a higher education. So they be dishonest with employer.
Inner city traffic is scary-so-suburbs have police protection and safer least protection and safer streets. This is
discriminate it this is discrimination on the West side of Dayton
It happens more than I have time to remember all
IT was concerning what to put in trash pick-up. Which cost (me) two weeks later to be picked up
It’s simple, the more of an issue blacks make of racism, the more whites are punished or made to be at fault. No
matter how nice we are.
Job discrimination
Job opportunity.
Just random people on the bus
Landlord issues
Micro aggression @ work & community, along with implicit bias
My children have been picked on for being white and predominantly in white and predominantly black school
settings. I have been denied and pulled, I have been denied employment opportunities and have been told while
qualified there were too many white women on staff and it would look bad
My family always experiences slight challenges in the area due to anti-Semitism and prejudice towards immigrants
My fiancé was pulled over due to his skin being black. Being black. They said he matched a description and when
told the description he had no similar features whatsoever except for his skin color
My grandson, who is black, has been arrested or detained based solely on hearsay and past offenses for which he
served time already
My husband is brown skinned. He has been told to go back where he came from. They assume he is Mexican/
middle eastern.
My medical records are incorrect and have not been corrected despite my complaining about them
My own color
My son and grandsons were bullied at their schools in West Carrollton
My son is a Doordash driver and comes in contact with some racist people here in Dayton
My wife and I are an Inter-racial couple. There have been a number of instances where we have felt less than
comfortable
Nan has promoted all races except white. She had forced police and other resources to stay in west Dayton. Nan
created the daycare that only benefits the lower income and those unwilling to work. As a result for the rest of
Dayton experiences lack of amenities that other cities receive for less tax money. If I call the PD they will not
respond because I'm in north Dayton and not west Dayton. Officers are ordered to stay in the black communities.
No
No grocery stores, no banks and last to get street repair + red light cameras by our schools
Not being served at a restaurant
Not having the level of respect I deserve or being treated less than others
numerous black neighbors reported on white male thief who steals from block/Dayton vacant properties. Police
give deference to the white skin of the thief. He even damages cars in retribution. Still police favor him.
Obscenity yelled at me from stranger in truck as I did yard work
On my job the Russian Turkish population is very rude to me
Our property taxes were increased (some years ago). The City Manager said, "So we can invest in new energy
saving street lighting." Our neighborhood never saw any improvement. We got no return.
police profiling, no friendly interaction when trying to be friendly
Poor neighborhoods.
Poor treatment from rta drivers.
Private experience
Pulled over by an awkward cop was following me from Van hilt to tell me I was speeding and I wasn't speedng
Racial intimidation by a car full of Black people simply because we had to stop to let another car out in a parking
lot. We had nowhere to go and were subject to abuse verbally from a large group who seemed very dangerous.
Racism
Racism is bad all over the world. I have been treated good and bad. I am not innocent, but I love Dayton and the
people I live around
Racism is pushed down my throat everyone acts like everybody isn't racist
Racism. I'm a black woman in America
Racist comments from blacks over our Blue Lives Matter sign
Rebuilding Together Dayton promised me extended repairs; they said, unable to help, while people in
neighborhood they help with all repairs and needs because they are white!
Regardless of your education, degree, zip code, political status you do not receive equal treatment or pay. Bottom
line.. you are single and female
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Reverse discrimination. I'm Caucasian and have been treated less than by AA or in a manner assuming I'm
prejudiced not always practices not all white are bad people
Several times last year and this year my daughter and I would go shopping, no one would ask if we needed help
but when a white person enters they go straight to them
The Dayton police follow me everywhere I go when I get there they tell the police I am a Homo
The Dayton police murdered my brother 30 years ago-L-while he was already in custody. I wonder if it's too late to
file a case for Me Too! Late to file a case for wrongful death
The detectives in West Dayton are crooked and whoever pays them more or pays them. Will get help
The Walmart on Dorothy lane Cuz of being white took black customer and told me she was closing lane when
already had stuff on counter, but all lives matter not one over another
The way the police had responded when I called them. They act like I was the cause of the matter and the person
who came to my house came and caused the trouble and I tried to show them on my video camera. I was
threatened with a gun and they act like oh well the detective will get back with you. Wow no compassion at all!
Threatened on several occasions just for being white
Threats due to BLM activity
Told several times to go back to the home country-Scotland
Trash not being picked up
Two different plumbers in different occasions and from two different companies engaged in discriminatory behavior
because of my national origin/ethnicity. In one case, he refused to provide a service I asked by giving me
unfounded excuses, and didn't believe I was the owner of my house (assumed I was renting and did not have
permission to complete the services). Customer service at that company at least did offer to provide the services
for free after I complained, which they did, but I stopped using them after that. The second was an independent
plumber who I ended up canceling before he arrived to my place because his prejudice and lack of respect
towards me was beyond apparent on phone calls leading to his appointment. Once I finally decided to cancel, he
sent me a text in which he basically laid it all out, making it clear my accent played a role in his behavior, and told
me he blacklisted me so I wouldn't be able to get any plumbing services. On the bright side, I have used another
local plumbing company that was recommended to me by other immigrants and it has been a pleasant experience
both times I've used them. So I'll stick with them. But the plumbing situation for immigrants isn't good…
Unable to access plumber, electrician ,[illegible] repair, landscaper possibly [illegible] zip.
Unfair Health Care Services
very racist behavior at Kroger's, Walmart & Downtown Dayton
We asked for directions and got called bad names
We have experienced Mexican name calling
We were asked leave a pool area at a local apartment complex on Patterson Rd. where we were the only POC.
The apartment mgr. said it was too many of us, even though it was only my friend (who is the tenant), her young
son, myself & 2 children, and asked us and our small kids to leave. My 5yr old daughter was inconsolable, and
sobbed "why can’t we swim?" . It was humiliating.
Went into restaurant and waited on everyone but me, sent husband in to confront them
Went to a store and was profiled.
Went to buy a car and was treated like I was wasting the man's time
What you are does not matter at all, who you are, who you are is all that matters.
When the police come, they treat you like you are a criminal, and another the neighborhood complained years
about trash and traffic with other [illegible] nothing done.
When trying to get covid 19 vaccine for my terminal ill brother I couldn't get any help. He died
White trash collectors have no respect in how they collect trash or treat trash cans & personal property
Why? Nothing will change
Wrongfully terminated from job
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61. (Other) If (had contact with police), what was the nature of the most recent contact? Choose the one
response that best describes it.
A neighbor mistreating their children
abandoned vehicles
Ask if we witnessed a crime which we did not
Barking dog
Break in
Bum living in backyard
Called on reckless driver
Checkpoint during curfew to get home
Citizen’s academy
Complaint
Court
Death- emergency at neighbors’ home
Death in Family
Death in neighborhood
Deliver a thank you item
disabled vehicle in dangerous area of 75
Dog attack
Domestic violence
Domestic violence
Drugs neighborhood
Drugs
Dumping
fireworks & loud music
Fireworks
Fireworks
Garage break in-property damage
Grandson dial 911 by accident.
Gun shot to car window
Harassed
I entered a policeman who stopped to ask
Kids knocked. Kicked in my side door, set my lawn mower on fire when I was asleep. Tried to kick in my door
again. Broke out windows, etc. Police did not do anything about it.
Kids Unruly
Looking for my niece.
Looking for someone else
loud radio
Made a report
Move cars
Murder on our street
My home
My mom died at home
Near crime scene but not witness
Neighbor issue
Neighbor issues
Neighbor issues
Neighbor smashed side of house with brick
Neighbors blocking driveway
Neighbors called
Neighbors called about dog barking
Neighbor’s choices
Neighbor’s problem
Never
Noise complaint
Noise complaints about neighbor
nosey neighbor
Officer introduced himself and gave my grandkids a easter basket
One takes someone to leave my residence
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Parking enforcement
Police came to my commercial property to check on a car with two people in it that appeared to be either asleep or
dead. They woke up when the office pulled in the parking lot.
profiled for a distance
Report stolen items
response to house alarm
Return Found Property
Saved my child's life
security alarm
Situation with child
Someone in empty house
Someone knocked on my door at 2:00 in the cold asking for help. I called police.
Son
Speeding car
Squatters in band and homes
Standoff in my alley
Stolen vehicle left abandoned and running in my yard
Suspect drug traffic
Suspicious package
Theft
They came to the wrong address
To have broken down cars remove from the street for accessible parking for those paying taxes to see vitalization
in the neighborhood but with HUD dwellers being allowed to work on cars daily on the street with no repercussions
people actually drop cars off to be fixed day and night
To inspect alarm going off
Towing abandoned vehicle
traffic accident
Trespasser on my property
Turned in a lost bicycle and also for a person urinating in the yard across the street
We often have to call the police for hearing shots fired in our neighborhood, or for neighbors playing loud music
late into the night, or fighting drunk in the streets.
Welfare check.
Wellness call for someone in neighborhood
work
64. (Other) How do you want to receive information about news and events from the City of Dayton?
All ways
Apps & Mail
Dayton app
Fliers or postcards
Mail
make a app and i will download it
newsletter
Next door
Next door, google
NextDoor (is that social media?)
Not all homes have internet/computers
Not interested
Paper flyer
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
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Through Various Neighbors who have band together
UNEDITED YouTube videos of ALL meetings
Word of mouth
word of mouth
65. Do you have any other comments about the City of Dayton or any of the issues covered on this
survey?
#63 I have not seen a transaction but I believe a resident down the street possibly sells
1723 Pennway Pl maybe selling drugs, little boy living there said his dad does
2554 Carnegie is painting cars in his garage, yes painting!! He also has a detail car business and sometimes does
this late at night, keeping people awake
A lot of people wandering that should be in a mental health facility or they are high
A quality education for all in Dayton is key to the success of our city.
abandoned houses/lots are a problem because it doesn't appear the city is mowing lots or having torn down
houses cleared away.
Absentee landlords maintaining homes/apartments, Also educating owners and renters about keeping areas clean
and safe, Names and realtor ID numbers needed to verify/identify good bad landlords
Action needs to be taken to prevent decent neighborhoods from declining due to slum lords, crime, trash, noise,
etc
Again, the city government really ignores our part of the city.
All talk, not any action or change
Although I have not seen any drug transactions, I have seen people appearing to be under the influence of drugs
And a few overdoses. The rate of theft is also on the rise
At 92 really don't go anywhere too often. Happier being home
Autumn leaf pick up is especially troublesome in my neighborhood due to the amount of trees more than 2 pick
UPS needed
Bacon and neglected houses, drug dealers that do business from their cars, cars parked on the 1st block of our
street it makes it difficult and unsafe to get to the intersection
Basic property/maintenance For example lawn mowing of individual properties is lacking.
been here from Alabama over 60 years and i am not going back
bias of Mainstream media, Deteriorating Neighborhood
Call to have tree rest of way cut down from tornado and city never responded
Can't expect people to have respect when mayor don't have respect
Change the leadership
Check on speed of cars going over speed bumps
City maintenance workers-street maintenance and tree service have poor work ethic-don't get the job done-work is
substandard
City needs to demolish condemned houses and increase vacant lot dumping clean up
City of Dayton resident all my life. Love my city. Retired COD worker.
City of Dayton school's/education is a major concern
City staff are consistently rude and discourteous when called. Water dept customer service and mgmt are
notorious for this. They need to be fired and/or completely retrained to be customer satisfaction oriented.
City streets are in very bad shape, we passed a 1% tax for repaving them, what happened to the money?
City workers are rude and act like you are less than them. Police and detectives need to act like heroes and not
abuse power of the badge.
Clean up and put money into rebuilding the west side--zip code 45417.
Clean up this neighborhood/roads are full of potholes, houses abandoned or properties maintained
Concern for increase drug in the Dayton area
concerned about those officers that have a superiority complex. Not good. Should be tested for that!
Conditions on part of Riverview Avenue is terrible also the speeding of autos need monitor
Constantly disappointed in the maintenance of Cleveland Park. Concerned about what appears to be a hyperfocus
on downtown while the surrounding neighborhoods are suffering. Dayton is a city with a lot of potential it really is a
good place to live
Crime
Dayton delivers app doesn't let me log in, call log in, called for help and left message with no return call message
with no return call. More police in neighborhood. Recycling needs to take more variety
Dayton is a good city I have lived here all my life, personally I wouldn't live nowhere else
Dayton is a great place to live. I've been here over 60 years, and this is where I'm staying
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Dayton is a messed up city and not worth the money to invest in. And the people running it are not worth investing
in
Dayton is losing the best police department asset - chief Biehl
Dayton is still a very depressed area
Dayton needs more jobs in the city of Dayton rather than outside of the city
Dayton needs to get the waste management and the drugs under control.
Decent parks
Defund the police has been a disaster everywhere it's been done. Just look at the numbers and be honest. Don't
do it here. Critical Race Theory and it's teachings are just old Jim Crow racism dressed up in new buzzwords. A
simple comparison of what the old Jim Crow racists said and did, and what CRT proponents are advocating for,
shows remarkable similarities, just re-packaged. It is a cancer that destroys all it touches and must be avoided at
all costs.
development of or status of empty downtown buildings
Do something about all the abandoned property.
Do something about the west side
Do something about trash on alley and abandon houses. This was a nice neighborhood when I bought my house
but now I couldn't give away my house
Does Dayton have a program to sell fixed up houses to low-income people?
Downtown is doing great but the neighborhoods are suffering the focus needs to change
Drugs
Drugs and crime are very prevalent on streets. calls w/ descriptions, locations, videos have produced nothing.
Drug deals in broad daylight
Dumping of trash around vacant houses
Elderly assistance.. vacant homes / buildings
Empty the trash at Pinecrest park, when trash collection occurs on Thursdays on Pinecrest-tell the trash truck to
empty the park can as well
enforce no parking in alley and no working on vehicles in alley
Enforce speed limits on Sulem Avenue
Evidently things that were on here is becoming a major problem take care of it and stop with the fakeness by
asking residents.
Even with all the trouble from covid, i was still able to get answers and help from city hall staff
Everyone should love thy neighbor and thy self. We are all god’s children.
Find a way to get kids involved with something other than drugs and shooting each other and other people
Fix potholes on Smithville, pH of water is too high, litter in neighborhood because there aren't trash cans, police
need better training so they can disarm suspects without killing them instead of shooting to kill at the first
opportunity.
fix roads, don’t scab, riverview needs removed including brick, and fixed right entrance to monument bridge, right
lane ridiculous
Fix the roads: they are a hazard and destroy cars
fix the streets/ all of them
Force absentee property owners to tear down unsafe homes.
Gasoline tax specifically for repair of pavement is necessary
Get rid of the detectives in the westside unit
Had a hard time paying water bills. This the 2nd time in 6 months. Dayton you need to fix this
High property taxes
Homelessness, Panhandling, loitering, dress codes
Potholes, black on black crime, abandoned homes and speedy drivers
House taxes are way too high
Housing and zoning more active
Housing sales should be given consideration to local residents. Trying to keep neighborhood safe and clean. Not
groups not resided in community
How are you working towards better communication within neighborhoods? How Can we get some of the
maintenance under control in the neighborhood and some help was getting our trees cut and trimmed in a
neighborhood
I am concerned about food deserts and the lack of adequate access to medical care in parts of the city
I am totally angry about people saying and doing bad things to my house. Very cruel to me because I'm mentally
problems all my life. They pick on me. I am living in poverty. Low income.
I am trying to know what is going on in my neighborhood
I am upset with the streets and abandoned houses, especially the potholes
I am very worried our city looks like a ghostland, nowhere to shop in, empty houses everywhere
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I appreciate the city mowing the vacant properties during the summer months and leave pick up at the curb
I appreciate the crime prevention work of the city and the mediation center. I would like to see the parking
equipment better maintain
I complained about 2 abandoned properties which have been empty at least 15 years. There has been no
response yet the city routinely tears down houses that could be repaired
I contacted house inspections about 759 cosler drive and the trash piled up and the trash is still there and has
been since I moved in in January
I dislike the "equity" push governments are trying to do. Enforce the laws for everyone. Hold all people
accountable to the laws. Stop giving drug dealers a pass. Pot is not making people successful. "Equity" is not
equality. Every single person in this city has the ability to be successful if they have the determination. If you teach
people that they are victims, they will never believe in success. Stop building up the city to tear it down with equity
nonsense.
I do feel Dayton is trying hard to address its problems-I feel police need more training in interpersonal issues, more
psychological screening and they should take courses in social work and psychology
I do live in a neighborhood of sorts. Actually, it's a mobile park in Dayton but I don't think it qualifies as the type of
neighborhood you are asking about. That is why I didn't answer
I don't feel safe in downtown Dayton or the West side
I don’t go out much, so i don’t really have many dealings with people outside my buildings
I don't think all police are bad. I had a relative that was an officer and judges but the dealing I had years ago which
I was not one in trouble. The officer was nasty and allowed people to call me names. He allowed it so I don't call
the police for nothing.
I feel that pedestrian issues weren't addressed, which is a very important subject to residents, students, and
people working in the city, as well as visitors.
I feel the city needs to offer more activity opportunities for our youth. Through various recreational programs
I had trouble reaching someone at the water dept. To report a street leak. Person not very friendly
I have asked for a school zone sign on P.L. Dunbar St. The sign dept. will not even return my call. I feel to city
doing a good job. Mr. Slaughter 937-694-8835
I have concerns about mobile speed cameras. Poor way to generate income for city
I have lived here for 18 years and things keep declining year after year
I have lived in the city of Dayton for over 30 years. I love my home and the city altogether. Opportunities for
everyone exist in Dayton. Handouts are not what the people want. Lower taxes, less regulation and the citizens
will respond..
I have long said that the city of Dayton is under appreciated. Great buildings, movies and art venues
I have to call monthly about the grass and playground equipment at Gettysburg park, it's sad to see a 90 year old
man cutting the grass at the park
I honestly believe the City of Dayton leaders do not have good intentions on making the city of Dayton a better
place. I live on the West side of Dayton after recently living in Huber Heights, I work in Beavercreek and I shop in
Englewood. This City is not safe and it is a very unhealthy environment that need to be saved. And of course the
people who are making the decisions of Dayton will never be held accountable, but I hope someone with the
acceptable race, background and currency will step in and make some type of improvement.
I hope there would be some guidelines for police accountability
I know you all are doing your best but we need a lot more!
I live in Oregon and really appreciated the work of the Downtown Dayton Partnership's Ambassador program,
Open on fifth, and the events at Levitt Pavilion.
I love Dayton!!
I love Dayton. I still strive for improvements and consistency for improvements and consistent growth and I will do
my part to represent data do my part to represent Dayton in the positive life
I love this city - easy for a white woman in my neighborhood - Wright Dunbar
I moved to Dayton 12 years ago upon retirement, i find Dayton a great place to live
I praise our dear policeman who never know if they will return after their shift to their family
I retire from the city
I see many cars going down ally, and there could be drug dealings in garages.
I see many violations in the neighborhood that deteriorate the neighborhood. Houses that are falling down or
dumping that the city should address without waiting on someone to report.
I strongly believe that the "law" for no texting while driving should be enforced
I suppose the city of Dayton are doing the best to their ability with the many concerns and issues due to our crime
rate, tornado hits, shootings and pandemic. I have no complaints
I think my neighbor is full of drugs
I think some things are improving but a lot of work needs to be done. Abandoned buildings and addicts are a huge
problem as well as beggars
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I think the city is progressing
I think the city commission of Dayton is only concerned with their personal ambition and not the people they serve
I think the current plan for the cell towers are fine. No need to include the west side as towers may have long term
harm effects from radiation.
I think they should repair the main streets, charging the business for not keeping up the property, residents need to
be fined if they don't keep the property and homes up to community standards
I think you should keep ladies of the night/day and drugs off our street
I want to see progress in west Dayton - downtown Dayton has grown tremendously with housing and business
while
I was born in raised in Dayton in the 80s. Although the city has come a long way, we have a ways to go. It seems
as if most well to do individuals move to the suburbs and we lose everything. From road services, to shopping and
entertainment. I miss beautiful Dayton, the city of neighbors.
I will move cause the quality of life here sucks. Loud people. Loud porch parties. Unruly kids screaming @ the
top of their lungs, properties that look like jungles, no neighborhood involvement, loud, racing cars, loud noise
coming from inside cars, loud noise coming from inside houses. Continuous barking dogs, litter, trashy people,
illegal chop shop on my street for 4 yrs. No neighborhood pride. Slumlords. The city took away priority boards
cause they worked & helped the neighborhoods. The obvious neglect of the neighborhoods in northwest Dayton.
I wish that we would utilize our waterway like with restaurants etc like bigger cities
I wish they would clean up properties on North Main Street, I source for years, stock drugs, kids being bad and
doing crimes, stop dumping in our area
I wished that our local media would cover more positive interactions of the police with the people
i would just like to see the trash picked up along the roadway
I would like to know why the trash and recycling services in my neighborhood is not being addressed. We are
having major issues with trash and recycling being picked up on our regular trash/recycling date. When we call to
report it wasn't picked up and no one comes out to pick it up, we get told we call again that we have to wait until
the next time the trash/recycling gets picked up. We pay for this service and we are NOT getting it.
I would like to see a Dayton police officer ride through my neighborhood occasionally.
I would like to see enforcement of sidewalk maintenance by homeowners. There are many sidewalks that raised
due to tree roots and are unsafe
I would like to see more investment in West Dayton. The city should consider paying reparations for racism
illegal dumping
Illegal dumping and street repair
Illegal dumping in my alley (416 Brooklyn) for 32 years has never stopped. 2020 illegal dumping increased alley
Kammer Brooklyn
Illegal dumping is a huge problem, waste collection is poorly performed as is recycling
I'm 24 and I just moved here for a job. I want to live in the urban core. But when I have kids, the state of the
Dayton schools will deter me from living here more than anything else. I also wish there were more businesses
west of the river. And there's so much blight, so many dilapidated houses, empty storefronts and empty lots filled
with illegally dumped trash. It concerns me greatly how segregated the city is to this day, the levels of minority
home ownership and other inequities. Racial equity should be a huge priority for the city, that includes reimagining
things like law enforcement, not just band-aiding things.
I'm sad that the NW side of Dayton is always an afterthought. Concerning new business startup , road
maintenance, housing standards aren't enforced , vacant properties are ignored, and disabled and junk vehicles
are never towed or removed.
I'm very concerned about the efforts to keep citizens engaged.
Immigrants/refugees should undergo an orientation program and be accountable to a sponsor
Improving and increasing restaurants, clothing, and possible recreation facility closer in our area -- not Miller Lane
but Trotwood/ Dayton.
In case my answers on Dayton Police seemed a little harsh, here's the data I used to select my answers:
https://policescorecard.org/oh/police-department/dayton - data is clear they don't treat people equitably based on
race, they don't do their jobs well (over 70% of homicides unsolved), and there are far too many of them on our
streets (top 10% in country in officers per population). There are so many unhoused and hungry people in this city
- let's stop over policing and move some of these savings to help our vulnerable neighbors. Thanks!
In my opinion the housing department needs a complete overhaul
In our once's tree-lined neighborhood , almost all street is lost all street trees have been eliminated
Increase investment directly outside of downtown. Downtown is great, but west Dayton and other parts of the city,
like Belmont, Twin Towers, etc could use some love.
Increase recycling incentives; enact composting options; hold police accountable and encourage four-year degree
for officers.
I wish recycling would come weekly and the public roads were repaved more often
Is cleaning up housing
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Is street school of potholes and trash
Is the main roads and side streets are in poor condition
It doesn't matter how much you complain nothing is done!
It seems as though the bulk of the money and focus from the city and city commission is given to the downtown
area. Neighborhood areas seem to have been largely forgotten when it comes to vacant houses and lots, condition
of streets and enforcement of quality of life and safety issues. The N Main St corridor is in bad shape and frankly I
am embarrassed to have out of town friends visit me if they have to drive up it from I-75. I am quite impressed with
the transformation of downtown. Would it be too much to ask to help improve, clean up and beautify the
neighborhoods and the N Main corridor. Also, a greater police presence would be welcomed to enforce the law on
safety and quality of life issues.
It would be nice to have more lower rent apartments downtown and in the historic neighborhoods. The vast
majority of new apartments downtown are very expensive, and it does not help to integrate a more diverse
population to move downtown and enable them to experience everything Dayton has to offer.
It would be nice to see some type of resolution for issues that have been plaguing the city
I've called in a complaint about abandoned house next door, shingles from it fly off with wind, giving damage to my
vehicle. Can't park in my own driveway!
Job and family hope they get open soon by phone you get nothing done for you thank God for Bryan at the job and
family he should help me get my things
Just experienced trash/garbage spilling into the street from trash pick-up. The trash man "there is nothing they can
do about it because the truck doesn't have a stopper
Just need streets fixed too many potholes mostly here downtown area
Just repaint the spread hump on Walton Avenue so people can stop tearing up their vehicles even when they drive
slow
Just some way of making all neighborhoods' streets are cleaned of trash.
Just that the city cuts the front yard of the abandoned house next door, but let the back become overgrown.
Keep improving Downtown, it is starting to spread outward and that is important for all neighborhoods.
Keep the yards inside rocks more clean there is grass on the days can't walk to get to their cars
Keep up the good work
Keep up the good work
Keep up the good work in policing, move effort in is move effort in hiring minorities, more attention/funding for
infrastructure, how's it doctor, housing in westside, pay raise for DPS teachers, city management overall is good
but could be better
Keep up the good work! People are moving downtown, which will drive businesses to stay and grow with the
community.
Kids in our neighborhood, no respect for elder or anybody. They run through yard. Beat on doors and windows
Leadership has been "lackluster" nothing has inspired me to be glad i live here
Littering and trash in the neighborhood is increasingly getting worse
Live next door to an abandoned house which is an eyesore
Look into the murder of my brother by the Dayton police department. I dare you-you won't because you scared of
them too
Love our city and support our police 100%!
Make sure you hire employees that reflect the demographics.
Make the West side beautiful, safe, and give us a place to shop. Make me feel as safe over here as I do in
Oakwood
Mayor Whaley did a very professional job of handling critical situations that arose while she has been in office
Mice from the field. Grass needs to be cut more often
More focus on neighborhoods not just downtown
More police presence on Copeland and marchmont to deteriorate drug transactions and guns. But it's being
discharged on a frequent basis at night
More services/housing for the homeless population.
Multiple drug houses on Vincent, groups of drug addicts roaming the streets trying to break into cars at night
My biggest concern is the huge number of houses which need to be demolished in other neighborhoods. I know
this requires a great deal of money
My biggest problem is with the atv's and dirt bikes on the bike path
My contacts with city employees have been pleasant and the employees have been very helpful
My issue with the Dayton Police is I've been racially profiled several times back in the 90s I pled guilty to disorderly
conduct I wish I hadn't the only reason I did is because I wanted it to go away but the police officers in question
had no reason for pulling me over in fact I was already out of my car and halfway to my door when they pulled up
on me and caused the situation they were not courteous they were not respectful and since then I've had several
innumerable instances with the police that will racially motivated illegal or otherwise immoral but in my community
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we just flow with it let them do what they want to do just to get it over with and we know we're being violated but
we also know the system doesn't have our back we're always going to lose when it comes to the police in the
system because the system always backs the police no one governs the police their word is golden our word is
dung
Nan Whaley has done a great job
Need blacktop wayne ave & wyoming st
Need meaningful projects to help the youth and young people with jobs and education
Need more economic development. Bring in better jobs. Make this a place where people want to live and improve
schools
Need more speed bumps on my street there's a lot of gunfire at night
Need more speed bumps to slow down the cars from speeding down the streets.
Need more stores on the website, more house build, more of bright light on the streets, more jobs
Need the alley way fixed cuz the trash truck has messed it up ever since I've lived here
Need to be more responsive and better services for taxes paid. And better communication with neighborhoods and
citizens
Need to put more businesses/eat and restaurants, retail stores, we have to go South of town
Need variety of sizes for Dayton fresh collective bins, Ability to change frequency of pickup
Neighborhood littering, landlords are slumlords
Neighborhood should be better monitored for zoning violations. Everyone would benefit from it, I am sick of looking
at cars on blocks, cars parked in the grass, a business being run out of a home, houses falling apart
Nice to give feedback.
No other comments other than to say thank you for creating the survey I hope results will be shared
Nobody is paying attention to all of the poor people living in terrible living conditions. After the tornadoes you
couldn't tell the difference between a storm damaged house and one with deferred maintenance. No one is
addressing basic quality of life issues for these folks that don't want handouts. Poor east side working class or
poor west side working class, it doesn't matter folks have leaky roofs, mold, unusable bathrooms. We have to be
meeting people's basic living requirements to be able to really focus on anything else up the hierarchy like parks
and roads. Dayton should pass a quality-of-life levy and initiate rehaborammas in all neighborhoods. If people love
where they live, they will stay. I want that for Dayton.
Noisy cars and motorcycles are not dealt with
Northwest Plaza - pot holes for over 2 months and no repairs
Not at the moment
Not at this time
Nothing at this moment. Thank you for your time
Nowhere for our youth to go and no activity for our youth on the westside/city of Dayton have taken outdoor pools.
Parks are drug-infested with the selling and using of drugs at parks and playgrounds.
Our city and state should make programs for our youth
Our police are doing a great job.. The vacant lots need to be mowed more often
Our recent contacts with the City Housing and Building Inspection has been very good. Employees in these two
areas have responded in a professional and timely manner.
Overgrown empty lots, alley have become trash dump. Clip trees to walk on sidewalk
Overall, I think we do a good job! I love my city!!
Owners need to clean up business property
Pay too much in taxes for services, water sewer expenses too high for services
People need to quit complaining/whining and have respect for cleaning and have respect for one another. Need
drop off recycling program
Phone #'s and contact points should be emphasized
Plainfield Road is in desperate need of repair. There are massive potholes that cannot be avoided due to cars
parked on the street.
Please clean up neighborhood stores, more recreational centers are needed, nicer police patrolling the
neighborhood
Please consider lowering income taxes, and increasing fees for services instead
Please cut the bushes and overgrown trees in the alley and abandoned houses, they Harbor animals and
mosquitoes. Please pave the alley, it's like driving on a roller coaster, make it ally easy to exit and enter
Please enforce noise ordinances
Please fix streets
Please fix the parking meters if you expect people to use them.. they have to work
Please hire a ground keeper for the Salem Avenue Post Office site. The grass and shrubs are not always
maintained compared to other areas
Please install speed bumps before someone gets hurt or killed.
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Please keep seeking ways to improve our city
Please make people responsible for their property! Homeowners should be able to complain about neighbors who
rent apartments!
Please note anytime in 5 years i have called for a question to city of Dayton, the rudest people always answer
Please replace streetlights with something brighter. They are very dim
Please stop the drugs and gun killings
Police have to do better
police need to speak kinder to minorities when interacting instead of yelling and being insulting
Police response to some issues in the senior neighborhoods (drug trafficking) 228 brown house and cars 24/7
Potholes in Northwest *****
Potholes on wayne ave. Are going uphill to Wilmington. Free community events at riverside
Prefer not to say
Profiling/and treatment in other ways of human rights violations should be litigated away
Property tax abatement seems to favor the rich, shortchanges entities (like libraries) that need the income the
most.
Prostitution on North Main Street, boarded up houses and businesses on North Maine and in our area
Prostitution rate is not going down, drugs is always a problem that causes People to sell their bodies on 3rd street
Put in a private drug line to call if someone is spotted selling or buying
Questions about education tells me the city wants to raise my taxes to pay for schools. I paid for my kids to attend
preschool and now pay for others in Dayton and the fraud by those outside the city to attend preschool. The day
the city raises my taxes for education again even though I'm in Huber schools is the day the for sale sign goes in
the front yard. You'll miss my income tax. Dayton police are never in northeast Dayton. Would be great see them
once in a while. When you do call the redGio
Recycling needs to be picked up when it is scheduled, drug deals need to be addressed soon, one person died
last year in house 3 doors down due to an overdose
Recycling setup seems a bit strange when there is a pickup for trash/recycling
Remember the citizens you text the most are the ones that don't have any kids and support the city financially
Rents in downtown are escalating and should addressed. Businesses with high foot traffic and noise should not be
allowed in or near residents.
Repair streets properly with lasting materials
Repave the streets - water - waste water upgrades - stop wasting money on downtown - fix the ********
Replace all basketball hoops/ athletics that were taken down - even 6 in triangle park area. Basketball diamond
areas in park. this is critical to youth activity
Restore Priority Boards to the neighborhoods! +
Return infant/toddler and youth swim lessons to Northwest.
Roads need fixed in a lot of areas all over Dayton, POTHOLES!!! very unsafe while driving, people drive like
NASCAR everywhere
School Levies suck, have no kids in school but still have to pay for other people's kids
Schools in Dayton are in serious need of better leadership. The leadership is completely out of touch with
demographic make-up and needs of our community
So much positive growth and development in the Downtown Dayton. I pretty not aware of the other City of Dayton
area.
Something needs to be done about the intersection at Gettysburg and Free Pike, cars racing, speeding and the
Shell station.
Speeding and stop sign violations are rampant on the West side. Accidents are daily and there's no police on the
streets
Speeding in neighborhoods, people throwing trash out,
Speeding on Philadelphia Dr
Speeding on street type and ask for 25 miles per hour signs was refused. Said people ought to know the speed
limit not much has helped lots of small children in area
Stand your ground should be eliminated
Start putting addicts on a bus to Columbus. They wander through my neighborhood and steal stuff all the time
Stop letting mortgage companies let houses sit vacant boarded up. Invest in the neighborhood and fix the streets.
Provide these kids with the same education and access others.
Stop nepotism. Waiting list on housing is way too long. During a pandemic or extreme situations everyone should
be able to get their food stamps
Stop worrying about race and the police and start worrying about bringing jobs to Dayton
Storm sewer in front of my house needs to be repaired. Roads need to be paved
Street maintenance beside my house, it been since 1998 that the city has replace the blacktop . We have large
potholes, chunks of blacktop and gravel in the road. I've called every year to get repairs and was told the city had
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no monies for these type of repairs. I pay my taxes on time and all my utilities when due but have to live in a area
that is ignored because I believe because the majority of residents are black.
Street maintenance on Smithville road (horrible)
Street need be black top, storm sewer needs to be clean
Streets and highway are horrible, not enough variety in grocery stores
Streets are in poor condition. Had to replace suspension parts on my car due to potholes
Streets, housing, drugs and thefts, especially where we need to use it to park our cars
Street maintenance, communication more often with officers + city officials - Address concerns resident in West
Dayton!
Take care of abandoned houses on Eleanor Ave
Teen crime - gang related activity is concerning - black on black nightly shootings needs to stop.
That Rebuilding Together Dayton some of the staff (white staff) is racially prejudiced, and blacks-Afro-Americans
player- haters against their own race.
The $1 house program needs to be put back in place, this will help fill the empty house
The 2.5% tax is ridiculous, tax rates in other neighboring suburbs are .25% less. I'm now getting punished for
moving into Dayton proper.
The abandoned houses are a real issue. I would rather pay $100-200 more a year on property taxes in order to
get them all tore down
The alleys need to be cleaned of trash, junk.
The biggest voices aren't always the ones needing listened to. Just because everyone is screaming about black
issues, what about the rest of us.
The city continues on its slide to becoming a ghost town
The City is a nice affordable place to live. However, I would like to see more attention and development in
neighborhoods outside of downtown. IAs I age it is more important that one level (ranch homes and condos) new
construction is available. The neighborhoods outside of downtown look terrible. the condition of the homes, high
grass, bad street all make Dayton appear tragic t in neighborhoods
The city is trying to include citizen participation
The city needs to continue to find ways to attach more of the county and region into the city. And groceries and
retail stores as I have to shop in the suburbs
The city needs to do better about vacant houses. IE: tear them down
The city needs to do something about all the abandoned houses and buildings
The city needs to fix up vacant places. We have 8 empty houses on our street alone
The City of Dayton communicating with residents is important but at least as important is better infrastructure for
the community to provide input to the City and for the City to listen and be responsive to community input.
The city of Dayton is very biased (employment, housing, education)
The city of Dayton needs republicans to run the city, we have had too many black people and democrats do not
know anything no you know that shit you know that I said my term
The City of Dayton needs to address the following issues: excessive speeding in residential areas, increasing
locations of city cameras, the excessive amount of dilapidated homes, and inequalities in the hiring process for
jobs.
The city of Dayton needs to invest more in green technology. The city of Dayton needs a weekly compose pick up
to reduce the amount of waste going into landfills
The City of Dayton needs to put the People, Taxpayers, Single Mothers first, get it together people
The City Of Dayton should have a Discord server
The city of Dayton should invest funds in West Dayton like they do downtown Dayton
The city seems to be focused on downtown and not certain neighborhoods especially West Dayton
The city sidewalk is torn up and needs to be fixed near resident park
The city workers are rude. I had a city tax issue that was over 2 and a 1/2 years old before I knew about it and the
person was awful and treated me like a thief
The cleanliness of alleys and upkeep of shuttered houses is a big issue in my neighborhood
The commissioner spends too much money and has too high taxes and too many negotiations. I vote but did not
vote for any of the present ones
The culture of structural discrimination against the poor and people of color is not going to go away without
aggressive retraining and consequences.
The DPD would be doing themselves a great service by not sending police to mental health calls, of course, we
need more communication not more guns in our community
The house next to us has been a drug house for years. Customers come night and day, fights, and he was even
shot in his driveway. Many people have called the police. They say they are aware, but nothing is ever done.
Terrible and unbelievable.
The kids need more play areas in parks, pedestrians walk on side road
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The mayor is a catastrophic failure that has no business being mayor or running for any other political office. I
would never send my child to a Dayton public school.
The only reason my neighborhood stays decent is because one man keeps these vacant lots cut every summer
and it's not in the city
The park on the edge of downtown I believe is the riverside needs monitoring. Cars should not be parked on the
grass
The parking lots at the shopping center on Philadelphia where Wright-Patt CU, Roses, Family Health Food Store.
The owner should be written up.
The people in Dayton are great-the building and homes need work
The people in my neighborhood are very nice, in spite of the crime rate
The police do not seem concerned about small infractions, like running lights, stop signs, illegal noise
The prices charged for lawn care on empty lots, they should price on the footage
The street surfaces are in very bad shape. The streetlights are dim and yellow (like candles).
The streets are terrible
The teachers in the schools need more qualifications and to be able to lead a classroom and take charge
The UD needs to stop building whatever they want in residential neighborhoods. Brown street traffic is horrible, the
parking in the neighborhoods and yet UD keeps trying to expand into the old Rubicon Mill neighborhood by the
Patterson farmstead. The families in the neighborhood are being overrun by UD as they buy land and try to build
businesses that will just increase the traffic and student flow in the family neighborhood and increase traffic
through the neighborhood. The city needs to get a plan for UD development that doesn't ruin the neighborhoods
and c cause more traffic here
The waste collection needs to be aware of trash that drops on the streets/out Box on the street/alley when
emptying cans.. More frequent yard waste pick up in the Spring summer and fall
There are not enough officers on the department, response team is slow. This is not the department's fault in the
eighties Dayton had over 500 officers
There are very few baseball fields in Dayton for kids to use inside neighborhoods then the ones that do they have
allowed grass up on them. Why is this?
There has been a great deal of focus on improving and developing downtown. It's time to put the same resources
into improving the surrounding neighborhoods
There is room for improvement in street repair
There is too much time and money spent on virtue signaling.
There needs to be more African American representation at city hall in positions of power
There needs to be more community involvement. Invite various members of the community to the table rather than
a select few. All voices matter. Major improvement is needed in our schools
There needs to be more things for kids to do
They never do anything extra for neighborhoods
This is just a run-down part of town. Not the worst and U.D. The church and city are trying but that doesn't change
the people
Too many empty houses in this city
Too many empty houses on the street, people entering these vacant homes all throughout the day from out of city
as far as 3 hours away it is fearful to see all of these strangers going in-and-out of these houses.
too many times I found only supervisors could make decisions on needs/issues. Housing division is not concerned
about citizens
Too many water problems the last 2 years. Police do a good job but too shorthanded to deal with theft and
speeders.
Too much money is being spent downtown instead of rebuilding the actual neighborhoods
Took over 5 months to get a new trash can which the city broke
Traffic laws do not seem to be enforced. People speed and drive recklessly and endanger lives
Transportation and housing
Trash on the streets. The city is filthy. I pick up trash daily from my block. I fill bags every week or two.
Trash/bulk pick up don't answer their phone
Unsure which services are active since COVID onset 3-13-20.
Vacant housing patrol, abandoned vehicles with expired tags
Very pleased, my biggest concern is speed is racing up-and-down
Waste collection and recycling-the truck's deliverers run the show, not me
We ** *** *** hearing people telling at each other.
We agree with Morgan Freeman's approach to racial problems; Stop talking about it. Most people just want to live
their lives people and would be colorblind if race issues weren't constantly in the news
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We are currently moving out of the City of Dayton after living here for 26 years because I do not feel where we live
is a safe environment to raise my young and impressionable children. My parents and grandparents are also
moving out of Dayton in the next few months. It is bittersweet but necessary for our family.
We are getting money from the fed's. Stop developing land downtown. Fix ADP S. Tear down a band and
buildings. Pick up trash. Fixed road
We are in an abandoned area due to Eastern leaving dumping on street no light on Elton, racing vehicles, threats
from kids, egging homes accessory
We don't have any stores here on the West side
We have a bad problem of people dumping behind vacant houses and city should be fining people who do that.
People behind us dump stuff on ground instead of putting trash in trash cans. Inspector needs to check out more
often.
We have a horrible feral cat problem, fixed up the neighborhoods and get rid of these empty abandoned houses.
Help the homeless population and drug treatment for addicts. I have homeless sneaking and sleeping in my
backyard
We have concerns about trash in alley behind our house
We have lived in the same house for 50 years and kept up our property and paid our bills….our water bill for was
charged $30 a few years back, and we were told that our service was turned off…it was not…we did our best to
contact the woman, I believe her name might have been Brenda and she never, never returned a phone call, after
months and months…we paid the bill, Ut we think very poor
We moved here in summer of 2020 and this is the most unwelcoming city I've ever lived in
We need a lot of development in Wednesday 10 Tim, rebuild and renew it fix our broken schools
We need a plastic bag ban
We need better leadership as population ages in vacate, no assist is offered in their neighborhoods to maintain
homes too many houses abandoned
We need more access to restaurants on the side of Dayton (45402) down near salem, down Edwin C Moses...
We need more community-based police officers. It sends a bad message when the community only sees them
when something bad happens.
We need our downtown store back, put all the grocery stores back in operation
Weekly crime report
West Dayton has really deteriorated over the past 30 years.
We've had a speeding problem for years. The mayor/police have done nothing to help. Hope we get a mayor who
will make the cops do their job
What are we doing to the neighborhood after the completion of the 3rd street bridge on the W Side From Bridge to
Broadway on 1st and 2nd st these roads need paving and all cars that don't have current registrations or with
hoods to be removed last year it was gun violence the year both and not a police officer in site for none and yes
the have been called
When you are going to put another beauty school in downtown, I used to go to carousel miss it a lot
Where are the housing inspectors hiding??????
While there are definitely problems in Dayton, we do see improvements and it is plain that the City is working hard
to make things better and improve the situations of the residents. Keep up the good work!
Who do we contact about sidewalks being uprooted by trees
WHY ARE RENTAL PROPERTIES SO EXPENSIVE???
why have they taken everything out of east Dayton (pools, boys & girls club, nice water parks, etc
why so many police questions
Wish they would enforce the upkeep of property. Keep streets clean and less [illegible] in the parking areas of
business property.
Won’t do any good
would like to receive emails with links to formal Dayton Commissioner meeting minutes
Would like to see enforcement of laws prohibiting parking on grass so neighborhoods don't become slums. Crack
down on route 35 speeders
would love community police involvement - remember when 2 cops would walk our neighborhood making friendly
relations - would be nice if we could work them as much or as possible
Would love to see a revival of Dayton neighborhood and local businesses. The Old worth Dayton area is neglected
but has potential
Would someone please tell me how to get the empty lot next to my house. I maintained sandlot and have been for
years
Yes, there is drug house at 5024 Genesee Avenue and I call the police numerous times, about 15 years it just
doesn't seem to stop
Yes, trash pick-up! On recycle day when the guy disposed the waste they put the recycle close to the trash bin and
the driver will not get out and pick up trash or take the trash
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Yes, we need better Dayton Mayor. This has been going on for a long time before the hate speech
Yes, when they promise to remove the debris from a structure that they knocked down by a certain date well that
promise should be kept and not having the same debris there a year later even though calls are being made to
remind them but to no avail.
You have made me a target. I have a psychotic ex .thanks to your webpage my information is now public.
Young woman drove into my fence and gate in the front of my home. Having problems paying for repairs and
locating a competent worker.
Your website kinda sucks. Hard to find people to help with housing violation complaints or anything. Seems like a
lot of dead ends instead of easy to find information. The couple who owns the properties next door to me are
letting their properties rot and it seems like the city is doing nothing. The property doesn't even have an address on
it. This is an expensive, historical neighborhood and no one is bringing these schmucks to account.

